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Haley Lasché

Abort
little parachute of feathers kept the fall secret
blue and gray opening left of center
the points of each arch meet where
clay lining—dried seed
hides in grasses
folded inside a spectrum of
its inside sun—bleached
absent and pervasive scent of
pine needles almost all around
a last piece of speckled shell
inhaled
flattened to the shape of the moon
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Abort
little parachute of talons
kept the fall secret
folded spectral stems over eyes
teeth lax at center
remove the taste of sight
crave dirt in the broken belly
plastic puddles move to face the light
the light
what light
reflects halves of ghosts
smallish needles pierce grass roots
fence a worry center
into artificial pink
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Abort
little parachute of talons kept the fall
secret inside a natural pink bridge
tailing rubber ball of breath
the way leather feels a crack in concrete
where wood sorrel stem still feels—
new or needed—
plutonium sharp
to the soil tunneling into breath
above in space or below
sparrow chases crow again
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Devolver
woodgrain resurrects the truncated
saw hand of the trunk spread
from shoulder in flight
in bodies’ concentric rings—
areola, linea nigra, umbilical—
the lungs
each shape limbs out
sunrises catch needles in midair
sunrises hold antlers away from the buck
spreading confer boils the iron
suspended in winter hollows
dithering in contemporary cattails
the curled birch bark doesn’t spiral
how the twig does
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Highway Song
One day he taught her a new word in his language, kinara, which means both
edge and corner but he thinks it also has something to do with the sea. Like
listening to a new song, she felt her synapses rearranging as she grappled to
make sense of a world where edge and corner could be described with the
same word. She saw an edge as a cliff. If you cross over the edge, you could
fall. The edge was where everything came to an end. Maybe it’s like the shore,
or the horizon. To be on edge is different from being cornered. Backed into
a corner. Fight your way out of the corner. But then again, the edge of a
knife blade is like the outer edge of a corner. It’s perspective, she concluded.
It depends on whether you are inside the corner or on the outer edge of it.
***
The trivia question was to name all of the states bordering Ohio. For the
first time, a mental picture formed in her head of invisible boundaries and
rivers. She listed the five states easily and in clockwise order: Michigan,
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Kentucky, Indiana. She didn’t know how she
knew. Thereafter, her ability with geography became known to the family.
On her ninth birthday, she was gifted a TIME for Kids atlas. It was flimsy
and colorful. She stayed up at night reading and rereading it. She crossreferenced information in the atlas with facts from the almanac that she had
also received on that birthday. She studied the pictures, the dots, the lines
and flags. She made connections and dreamed of the places she could go. A
subscription to National Geographic ensured a supply of new maps, which
she plastered to her bedroom walls, corner to corner. She saved money to
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purchase newer, more updated atlases than her kids one, which had been
reduced to loose pages that would slip off of her wooden bookshelf and
scatter on the floor.
***
She called her mom one day from far away. “Do you think I could be friends
with James Taylor?”
***
That day in the airport, the flight was delayed about forty-five minutes.
There was not enough seating available at the gate, so she stood among the
gathering crowd in a half circle facing the desk where the agents fielded
questions and found seats for other passengers. She looked around and noted
the familiarity of the crowd around her. They were the people of the place
where she was born and raised. Middle-aged mothers and their grumpy
husbands in football-themed shirts, as well as the younger ones like her, who
mostly wore headphones and looked at phones or clacked away at laptops.
She wasn’t wearing headphones and this seemed to invite conversation
from the older women, roughly her mother’s age, who stood with her in
the semicircle of onlookers. They were returning from anniversary trips and
visiting grandchildren. They wanted to know about her and about this place
on the West Coast that was so far away from home. How long have you been
here? Is it really always rainy? What are you going home for? Where did you
grow up? Oh, that’s a nice neighborhood. What high school did you attend?
Is this your mom’s second marriage, then? Well, where is your husband? By
the time she was answering the final question, she had grown weary of these
people. And do you have an accent? asked the woman. It took her off guard.
This was not the first time she had been asked this question.
“I’m asked that a lot,” she said. It was true. She had been asked this
question many times before: by the apple-seller at the farmers’ market before
they moved, by the cashier at the grocery store three years ago, and by a
college counselor when she was in high school. She was prepared to get an
unsatisfactory answer to her practiced follow-up question: “What do you
hear?”
“I don’t know, somewhere foreign,” was the response. Just then the
woman’s husband walked back from the Hudson News stand grumbling
about Dr. Pepper and Cherry Coke.
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“Do you want a Cherry Coke?” the woman asked. “He got the wrong
pop earlier.”
She declined and felt a wave of relief when her cell phone began to ring.
“It’s my mom, sorry, I have to get this,” she told the woman, then drifted
off toward the bathrooms down in the corner of the terminal. She saw the
woman turn and watch her walk away.
***
She knew her dad probably would not approve of him. But that’s not why she
loved him—like some girls who go after the wrong guy because they know
they’d be told no. No, she hadn’t thought about this because she hadn’t seen
her dad in more than a decade and thought little of his opinions, approvals
or wants. In fact, he was the one who posed the question after he found
out about her dad. What do you think your dad would think of me? She
scrunched her nose then remembered a memory. It was a sunny day and she
was in her dad’s bedroom where the TV was on. She remembers the dust
hanging in the air in the sunshine streaming through the top left corner of
the window onto the bottom right corner of the bed, where they were sitting
watching the TV.
It was a half-sneeze, you know, one that gets interrupted halfway through,
that builds right up to the edge but, before jumping, resolves and dissolves
itself with no real exclamation or utterance.
“What was that, a Chinese sneeze?” her dad said as she laughed. He
imitated her half-sneeze and she laughed until she fell off the edge of the
bed.
***
Love is just a word I’ve heard when things are being said.
***
The barista called his name, then called it again as he made his way through
the crowded coffee shop. They had chosen it because it had a water view and
they were on a quick getaway trip. But all of the seats close to the windows
were taken and it was too cold outside. So, they found a table amidst the
monochromatic crowd, amiable on the weekend morning. With a hat on he
almost blended in, but heads turned when his name was called for a third
time now. The barista set his drink down on the edge of the counter.
“Excuse me,” he said as the line made space for him to pass, reaching for
the cup on the edge. He made eye contact with a waiting woman, who was
7
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looking around for the person with the strange name. Her eyes took him in
and she said to her boyfriend, “Oh, now that makes sense.”
***
Sweet relief are the languages of the city, the train kissing your ears after
being all day on a plane. On the way home, the man behind her sneezed.
She heard it between the seats. When she landed on a foggy Christmas Eve,
she fell ill with a cold. Now that she was back and feeling better, she thought
back to the start of the trip. The train rounded a bend and then the tracks
narrowed. They were twenty feet above the highway. She scooched up to
the edge of her seat to see through the window. The thing about it is that
the woman in the airport didn’t know that she was married to a foreigner.
Maybe kissing one changes your tongue.
***
Sun on the moon makes a mighty nice light.
***
As the snowstorm rolled in over Yellowstone, they were turned away.
“Avalanches in the park,” said the ranger at the gate. He gave them a
paper map and pointed with his finger at an alternate route. He turned
the car around and drove back through Shoshone National Forest, where
Yellowstone Lake had no bank. Then they aimed north toward 90. She
studied the paper map. The GPS said to get on 78 in Red Lodge. On the map,
it looked like switchbacks, a mountain highway. The clouds were sinking
behind them.
“I think we should stay on 212,” she said, not knowing it had already
been closed.
“I think we should do what the phone says,” he said and turned left onto
78. Twenty miles later, the phone said to turn again and the road behind
them was gone. They crossed a one lane path over a ditch into a road in a
field, then a sign on the side of the road stated pavement ending.
“The pavement can’t be ending,” she said. But then it ended, the road
reduced to black mud. He stopped the car, got out, went pee. She realized
that the gallon water bottle had leaked all over the floor. There was no food
in the car. The tank was a quarter full.
He got back in the car. “This is how people die,” she said, scanning the
foggy landscape for signs of habitation.
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“Shit,” he said. The phone put their dot in the middle of a green expanse,
no service, with the instruction to turn left in twenty miles.
The choice was either mud below or snowstorm above. He started the
car and they began sliding their way down the mountain. The fog was so
dense that all they could see was the road ahead. Through the window, she
imagined ditches and cliffs hidden just out of sight. And ranchers with guns,
mostly ranchers with guns.
“Shit,” he kept saying. She counted down the miles. Only fifteen more
to go. Nine more. Two miles. The turn should be here. They stopped and
looked left but the road was gated.
Beyond the gate, more mud rose into a gray sky. A herd of deer serenely
grazed on tufts of grass that escaped the earth’s clutches. They didn’t look up.
“Shit.”
She looked at their dot on the phone again. 90 was somewhere ahead,
like a long snake resting between mountain peaks. Waiting for the sun. “If
we keep going north, we will hit 90,” she told him. “Drive.” The road began to
follow a creek and small trees lined the edges of the unpaved pathway. Birds
scattered in front of their windshield and they thought they hit a small blue
one. The mountain that rose to the right was burnt to an ominous wet black
from a past wildfire. Two trucks passed going up the mountain, the drivers
in cowboy hats looked down upon their little car at the brown boy and the
whiteknuckled girl and didn’t stop.
“This is how people die,” she said again looking at a white house set back
a distance from the road. It was getting dark and a light shone in the window,
smoke from a chimney. They didn’t stop until the pavement returned.
On 90, the car shook in fourth gear. They found a hotel in Bozeman and
when they ate dinner their hands shook. In the morning the good-natured
mechanic didn’t laugh and wasn’t surprised and didn’t make them feel bad.
They were surprised. A dog lounged in the waiting room. He said it happened
all the time and charged them fifteen dollars to dump mud out of their wheel
wells until the imitation of a mountain was piled on the threshold of the
garage door and the parking lot.
***
After the man sneezed, she held her breath for fifteen seconds, hoping that
whatever germs he propelled into her seat might dissipate before her next
breath. She pulled open the window shade and saw the snow-covered prairie
stretching out below her bathed in moonlight. It reminded her of the white
duvet that her brother-in-law had bought three years before for her father9
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in-law when he fell sick during a visit. This was before they moved. Her
heart lifted at the look of the flat land. She knew that if she was down there
she’d be able to see for miles in every direction, that the shadows would be
soft and purple, the hills rolling, the grass long, and the ground frozen and
hard. Land she could trust.
***
From the front window of a large Victorian house overlooking the Mississippi
River and the town below, she felt that these people were hers. They were soft
and strong people who looked at the horizon with a squint, but had no urge
to go into the horizon. Content to look and make up the horizon of their
own. The earth was full of food here, like a mother, she thought, and she was
sorry that they would be leaving. If there was no destination, she could stay
here in this town with stained glass windows, where they were invited by
strangers into the locked church to admire the view from the bell tower. That
morning on the road, the air was filled with a golden-purple mist. This was a
Midwest like she had never before seen, one of a dream. As a student in New
York some years before, she had tried to hide where she was from from her
disapproving classmates, who either had accents as long as the California
coast, or brownstones in Bed-Stuy. But it was as if her own hide was stained
with the black and white patterns of the cattle by the side of the road. This
was a land that looked like it was supposed to. She suddenly knew what
amber waves of grain were. Like the people, the land is soft and gentle and
strong enough to sustain life. But the fog was so dense that even the bends in
the road appeared straight. The last bend and the next bend an imitation of
each other as they traveled to a place they’d never been before.
***
Long ago, in New York, she learned to make herself bigger on the bus and
train and to jockey for position. The front car at this stop means you can
reach the stairs first. Reaching the stairs first means you can reach the last
car first when you transfer. In the street, she learned to keep her eyes up
above the heads of those around her. However, in the train station, she
always looked down to see what had fallen to the rails below. In the city, she
was an imposter. Everybody knew it, including her. They knew it because
she walked the wrong walk, talked the wrong talk with the wrong accent.
A nail begging to be hammered. The game was exhausting, and after nine
months she bowed out of the race, deflated, wishing she was invisible.
***
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Sometimes at work when it’s quiet, she pulls up a map on her computer. She
traces the lines and the dots and reads the names of the places and wonders
where she can still go.
***
I love the way your skin looks next to mine.
The way your tongue moves when you speak turns me on.
Your long black hair is a shield in the sun.
***
Lately she has been hearing God. It arrives in flashes of understanding. In
the shower on Saturday morning. Walking to the bus stop on Wednesday
afternoon. By the bananas at the grocery store on Friday evening. She is
reminded of her grandfather, the minister, feels him close.
***
When they first met, she wrote him a note.
I think if we knew each other when we were kids, we’d have been great
friends.
***
In his language, the word for evening is sham. Sham. He teaches her a poem.
From green corners, gray shadows ripple toward me.
***
In December, a week before his trip home, the office calls. “If you don’t get
a job by the end of this month, we cannot afford to pay you, you’ll just get
your benefits. If you don’t get a job by the end of next month, you will be
terminated.” He calls her to relate the news after work. “It’s going to be okay.”
She is standing at the bus stop. Her mom says that this is expected, don’t
worry. She hangs up and puts in headphones. The bus is late. She stands
apart from the other commuters, gets on last. She stares out the window.
After Home Depot, the bus turns down a narrow, busy road. A gulch runs
along the side of the road. Tall flowers and grasses she cannot name bow
to the bus as it flies by and as she does every day, she marvels at how the
driver can get so close to the edge without slipping over. When she was a kid,
her bike tire would always get caught between the grass and the sidewalk.
She could never go straight. She stifles tears. Then a thought occurs. Find
God. Now she holds back a laugh. This is what people do, right? Her phone
buzzes. She puts it out of her jacket pocket. Mom texting, apologizing for
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being insensitive. She types back I’m thinking of becoming religious. She
knows her mom’s laughing on the other side when she types back, should I
be worried?
***
The old professor wiped his tears and set down the essay she had written.
The class sat around four long tables arranged in a square. They watched
him. She sat at the opposite corner from him.
“Do you know what you did or was this just luck?” he asked her. Heads
turn to her corner.
***
She closes her eyes and conjures a vision even though she doesn’t have a
driver’s license. In the Black Hills her car stalls and sputters. But before
morning arrives, the world opens up and she sinks her foot to the floor of the
car. She thinks that if she could stick her arms out both windows the vehicle
might simply take flight. The sun rising behind her propels her forward like
a jet engine. Are there any birds that never land? She wonders at the sky. She
thinks she heard something about that some time ago. Land, both a noun
and a verb. It is thoughts like these she keeps to herself, thoughts like these
whose mysteries she delights in, whose answers she doesn’t want to know or
understand, that make her want to run.
Now the land is cradled between two mountain ranges and she lets the
car drift into the bottom of a valley. She rides past a ranch where thousands
of cattle moo and chew their cuds. Cowboys on black and brown horses that
glisten with sweat through dust kicked up by manicured hooves pay her no
mind. They merely squint toward the car as it blows through. She thinks
about pulling over and stopping there, but the wind whispers that she was of
no use to this place.
She passes another mountain range, this one crowned with firs and
pines, then finds herself at the edge of a lake between two sandstone cliffs.
The water is bright blue and still. The stillness catches her attention. She
stops the car and gets out. With a pang of concern, she looks above and
behind her in case it is hiding. We’re all between here and there, she thinks
with resolve, reaching down to grab a fistful of dirt. Maybe she’ll see the
wind in the land. The soil falls, as if in an hourglass through her fingers. How
can we ever hold on to any place?
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She gets back into the car. She knows that she will drive until she reaches
the ocean where the wind begins and never ends. Maybe it is from the heat
of the noon sun, but she can taste salt on her lips.
It is a day later that she finds the ocean. The sky arches and veils itself
in a gray mist that cascades down and sprinkles her car. It cleanses it of
the dust of the mountains and planes. Trees begin to push in close to the
road, reaching out, a royal touch. As if in reverence, the wind retreats to
the treetops. At first sight of the ocean she stops the car. She picks a path
through the forest, her nose filling with cedar and brine, and she scrambles
down a steep embankment of logs. The vista opens up wide and the wind
rushes home to her ears. The waves are easily ten feet tall, even and long.
Staring out to sea, she tallies up what is hers on this earth and finds that she
has nothing, and nothing is hers. Then her eyes fall upon a lone schooner at
sea, its sails full and taut from the wind and thinks that is what I seek.
***
At home, her mom gathers them into her bedroom and picks up the TV
remote. She sits at the foot of the bed, leaning into the empty space in front
of the television.
“I found the video of my ducks,” she says, and hits play. “I had recorded
this off of the television when you were kids. Do you remember it?”
James Taylor’s forehead, made wide and round by a receding hairline, is
glowing on the screen, his eyes alight from within, his face twisting into the
music. She remembers the ducks but not his face, which can’t hide.
“I think this is the happiest he has ever been,” she says to her mom,
nodding to James Taylor. She has an impossible compulsion to be his friend,
like he is already her friend.
There are others who can’t hide in the corners.
***
The poem ends with a message of rebellion against tyranny. Though they
might smash the lamps that light the rooms of lovers, the light of the moon
can never be extinguished. No poison will make me bitter if just one evening
in prison can be as strangely sweet as this moment in the moonlight.
***
“He’s here for us,” she tells him.
“Then why are we here?” he asks.
“As a reflection,” she says, “like a mirror in the sky.”
***
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“It’s an old word,” he says. “People would know what you meant if you used
it, but they’d think you’re old-fashioned. It describes how the blue of the
water and the sky are reflections of each other. But nobody says it anymore.
Maybe my grandma would.”
***
Before they moved, she got up before everyone else and crossed the highway
and climbed over the guardrail edged between the road and Lake Superior.
She climbed down the green bank to where brown rocks stood overlooking
the water. It was strange to her that this lake had no shore. From the rocks
she watched summer leaves drift over the black and white surface of the
morning lake. She imagined they were sailboats. She asked the lake for a
sign. The leaves never reached the shore and they never sank.
***
As the bus rounds the bend by Home Depot again, another day, she puts in
her headphones. She knows what she’d say to the professor now, years later.
She’d say, Let us throw our lot out upon the sea. It’s been done before.
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to tend the garden that is my
throat, suddenly in bloom
inosculation is a natural phenomenon in which trunks, branches or roots of
two trees grow together. it is biologically similar to grafting. it is most common for branches of two trees of the same species to grow together, though
inosculation may be noted across related species.
we speak in hypotheticals, you & i: we run our fingers
along tulip seams. we convince our clumsy mouths to
sing to longing, to sing of something in fashionable
furs—we thank her for her feral ache.
& we call this storytelling, how you bite with river
teeth & swear in languages i’ve never known. we
call it everything, we call it nothing. because
what can you possibly call the future that
it hasn’t heard before? so we take to the forest. we
dress our skeletons for wintertime & war. because
both will come, eventually. but until then, we’ll
dance. after all, we know of nothing else worth
doing, & we’ll call this surviving: the way our bodies
twist & wiggle—the way we plant our fingers in the
dirt like naked sycamores, praying. the way you
tend the garden that is my throat, suddenly in
bloom. how gently i would turn the earth, you say.
how kindly i would love her sorrows. & we’ll call
that living. because we know of nothing else
worth doing. nothing else
at all.
16
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knuckle teeth, with lines from
Carly Rae Jepsen
i.
i do not need to know all the ways in which my body
can be undone, suddenly, which is to say that: i do not stare at
men’s hands for longer than is necessary. yes, it is true: my
fears sweat disco, such wretched neon things—& a friend
walks home with keys hammered into knuckles, an ’09 Corolla,
Wolverine hoping that she doesn’t remind him of her. because
there is always a her, & another friend says: “when a man asks
me where i’m from, i always say: about twenty minutes away
so that he knows that i am close enough to be missed, quickly.
but not close enough to follow, easily,” oh, hunger: who gave
you eyes like that? said you could keep them?
ii.
i kiss my fears on their wild mouths, i whisper 80s ballads
into their untamed fur. yes, it is true: i find it impossible to
be angry with such bloody muzzles & wild-thorn teeth. after
all, is it not the most logical thing in the world to love that
17
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which carries you home? & yes, it is true: i do not fault them
these fossilized howls & nocturnal bones—because they are
what return me to my garden bed, safely. yes, it is true: i love
you i love you i love you i love you, i say. my fears: i’d run

away with you—you gut with such gentle hands. my fears:
you take such care in keeping the blood from my mouth.
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Osseous Matter
Across years, I’ve collected a series of bone fractures. When I was a child
my father left me on the dining room table for a moment before I rolled
off to the ground. The doctor said I’d broken my thumb. Since bones are so
malleable in early life, I wore a wrap on my hand for a few weeks while my
tiny frame healed itself and my eyes turned blue.
Many names of bones come from images that doctors were reminded of
when looking at skeleton parts. Phalanges are army formations of soldiers
standing side by side in deep rows. I played piano growing up and never
thought about the thumb I’d once broken. All of my fingers, skin-wrapped
appendages, tapped pale keys, meandering musical scales, producing
harmony. I played a piano recital the day the United States invaded Iraq.
In addition to playing piano, I also played the violin. My teacher told me
wooden string instruments were closest to the sound of the human voice.
He lived in my mind that year, and I obsessively practiced, plucking myself
apart to show him I could perform. I clung to the curved bouts. I knew each
scratch. I thumbed the f-holes for luck. Halfway through that year, I broke
my wrist.
The wrist is made up of eight carpal bones. I broke my pisiform, the small
sesamoid bone that develops last in the carpal and connects to the ulna. The
doctor showed me an x-ray of my frame, an image in shades of grey, broken
and evolving me through. Carpal means pluck, pisiform means pea, and
sesamoid means sesame seed. I was all of those things when I broke my wrist
and could no longer perform.
19
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My left wrist bone grew back clunky and enlarged. Bones continued
holding my frail body. My skull a cave for webs of woven thought. My pelvis
gripping gems of physical pleasure, an urn for my cycle. My ribs a cage for
the undulations of living and dying bits of my unfolding self, for breath and
waves inside the body. I stopped eating the ribs of others because mine held
so much inside.
I broke my foot in my twenties and walked on it for five days before seeing
a podiatrist. I’d walk in a black boot wrapping my foot for six weeks to heal
my fractured left metatarsal. Meta meaning between, tarsal meaning the flat
of a foot, the eyelid. My right side, clear, the meta intact. Now, when I walk
long distances my foot twinges.
I considered the seam of the body, the bones as remnants of the space
between the living and the dying, all that was left in the cemeteries, decaying
most slowly, the color of white ash, the detached pieces rooted in.
When I was a girl I found a cat carcass in the ivy in my backyard. Horseflies
whirled and buzzed. Landed and sucked. The cat’s bones looked like the
Flintstones candies I ate on Halloween. Nothing of the image of the cat
was clear. Just bits of flesh chewed down to the crunching bone by another
hungry body. A week later all you could see were the lush vines.
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Maybe This Could Be Fun
Ruby doesn’t want to go down Summit Plummet, the tallest water slide in
the park, but Dad says, “Grow up, Rubes.” They wade through the wave pool,
and the swells lap at Dad’s shins, Ruby’s knees. Ruby’s one-piece sticks to the
pocket of her belly button. She pulls at it, but the fabric clings. Ruby slouches
and wades further into the wave pool; she goes until the water’s almost to her
chest. Dad follows.
He says, “You’re ten, now. Don’t be like your mother. Have fun. Be brave.”
Mom lounges on the beach behind them. A book splays across her
stomach, and she sleeps. Or she looks like she’s sleeping. Mom’s chin slumps
against her chest and sunglasses shade her eyes. Ruby wonders if Mom’s
pretending to sleep so Dad will stop making fun of her.
Ruby knows Mom hates theme parks. This trip was Dad’s idea. “We’re
taking Ruby to Disney World,” he said at the end of May. He’d gotten a bonus
at work earlier that year, wanted to spend it on a vacation to his favorite
place to go as a child. He said, “Come on. Every kid’s dream. We can afford
it. Let’s go.” Mom had been grading papers at the kitchen table. A red pen
spiked from her fist.
“We really can’t afford it right now,” she said. “We need to pay off the
Discover card.”
“Goddammit, we’re fine,” Dad said. He went to the living room and
pulled out an old photo album of one of his trips to Disney as a kid. When
Grandma passed away, Dad inherited every one of these old photo albums.
He’d often pull them out to flip through the yellowed plastic pages, the
recliner cocked back as he reminisced. Ruby stood behind him, looked at
the photos over his shoulder. He pointed out a castle, mascots with huge ears
and huge eyes, a photo of a young Dad holding an ice cream cone, vanilla
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drips dancing down his fingers. “You’re a mini-me,” he’d say. “You look just
like me, Ruby.” Same hair color. The nose. The short, stocky legs. He’d pinch
her forearm, which was supposed to make her giggle. Sometimes she did
laugh a little. He’d say, “Lucky you, huh?”
Ruby remembers Dad sulking the rest of the night he asked for the
Disney vacation. He went quiet at questions, and he ate his chicken and rice
in silence. He didn’t want to shoot baskets in the driveway with Ruby like
they usually did after dinner. Mom said, “All this for Disney World, huh?”
And Dad said, “I just want a family vacation. We need it. A do-over. Ruby
needs it,” and Mom swallowed so hard that Ruby saw the veins in her neck
squirm. They booked the trip the next morning, and now they were here,
a couple of months later. On their flight to Orlando, Ruby sat between her
parents, and she noticed Mom’s knee bounced almost the entire time. Thirty
minutes into the flight, Dad reached across Ruby’s lap and placed his hand
on Mom’s knee, squeezed. Dad’s hand looked like a claw. He wanted Mom to
stop bouncing, Ruby assumed. For a moment, Mom obliged, went still. But
when he lifted his hand, Mom continued bouncing, and she leaned her head
back against the seat and shut her eyes, wiggled her jaws together.
***
It’s the third day at Disney, and they’re spending the morning at Disney’s
Blizzard Beach water park. The bus to the water park was crowded. All the
seats were taken, so they had to stand in the center aisle. Ruby stood between
Mom and Dad, her fingers curled around a nylon handle looped from the
ceiling. When the bus stopped in traffic, she swayed, but Mom and Dad
stayed steady. Ruby could smell Dad’s deodorant and Mom’s sunscreen and
body spray.
Now, in the wave pool, Dad smells like chlorine: salty-clean. He leans
close to Ruby, and water drips down his forehead. Ruby can’t tell if he’s
sweating or if he’s ducked underwater.
“Will you do that for me? Prove to me you’re brave?” Dad points to
Summit Plummet. The tip of the slide looks like a snow-capped mountain.
A “ski lift” brings riders to its peak, and then those people plummet down its
tongue with their ankles crossed, their arms folded over their chests. Ruby
doesn’t want to go down Summit Plummet. She’d rather float the lazy river
all day, safely tucked into the mouth of an inner tube.
But she knows Dad’s tired of her stupid fears and habits—her sleepless
nights clawed with “dwelling,” as Mom calls it, her refusal to take the stairs or
the elevator at Dad’s work, because both spaces were too closed in, too tight,
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Ruby’s constant tearing at the small mole on her wrist—so she shrugs and
says, “Okay.” Dad grabs both of her shoulders and squeezes and smiles. Then
he dunks her under the water. The chlorine stings her eyes. She resurfaces
to Dad’s laughter with a cough and her eyes squeezed shut. He must think
that was fun for her. She decides to smile and laugh a little. Maybe that could
have been fun if she tried hard enough. Maybe she doesn’t know what’s fun
at all.
***
Dad loves the waterpark. It’s his favorite thing about Disney World, and he
tells Ruby this as they wait in line for a snow cone. Mom still reclines on
the beach beside the wave pool, but now she reads her book. She handles
the pages gently and fiercely all at once—she only uses her forefinger and
thumb to grip, but when she turns a page, she does so quickly and with force,
pinning paper to paper like a wrestler pins their opponent.
“You’re having fun here, right Rubes?” Dad asks. “I want you to have fun.
That’s why we’re here.”
Ruby curls her bare toes into the concrete. She stands in a shallow
puddle. The water is warm, sunbaked. “Yeah. It’s fun here.” But she can’t
decide if she’s had fun. She goes through the motions each moment, and she
hopes each moment doesn’t bring something new to fear.
Last night, as they watched the fireworks in the park with the castle, Ruby
held Mom’s hand and tried not to cry. Dad stood on the other side of Mom,
so he couldn’t see her. Ruby could feel the crowd pressing in around her,
and the heat of the bodies and the pavement was almost too much. When
the fireworks boomed, she held her free hand to her head, pressed a finger
against the skin of her ear. This helped muffle the sounds, but she still felt
the explosions in her chest. They rattled her, and she swallowed whimpers.
She felt like she would be crushed by the crowds, would be blown apart by
the fireworks. “Mom,” she said quietly, and Mom pulled her closer, put her
arms around Ruby, and said, “It’s almost over, you’re good. Do you see how
pretty?” Ruby nodded wordlessly, and when the fireworks were over, she
exhaled her irrationality. She was okay. And Dad didn’t see her panic.
Mom had always been Ruby’s ally when it came to her nerves, fears,
habits. When Ruby was six and refused to look up at the stars because she
felt the world would crash down on her, Mom said, “That’s fine. You don’t
have to. Wait until you’re ready.” When Ruby was eight and refused to go
to the movies because of the darkness that preceded the opening credits,
Mom didn’t mind. They watched movies at home, under blankets and with
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the lights on. And last year, on the hike in New Mexico, Mom helped Ruby
feel better. Ruby’s sobs and screams were for nothing. That day she had the
worst of her panic episodes. Ruby tries to forget the details, tries to forget
what happened.
Dad doesn’t understand why Ruby gets nervous. Ruby doesn’t understand
it much either, but the nervousness follows her everywhere, even now as
they stand in line for snow cones. The sky looks dark in the distance, a
navy blue, like a thunderstorm could roll in. She hopes she won’t see flashes
of lightning, because she heard once that water attracts lightning strikes.
She imagines the tip of Summit Plummet going up in flames after a bolt
pummels its peak, and she worries for their safety. But she knows not to ask
Dad if they can leave earlier than planned. If the sky doesn’t clear up soon,
she’ll ask Mom if they can leave. Mom would understand.
***
An hour later, the storm clouds have skidded past the waterpark, and
Ruby, Mom, and Dad float the lazy river together. They glide past melting
“snowmen” statues, past glossy wood “cabins” and “ski rental shops,” past
pools dotted with “ice floes,” where little kids teeter on top of shiny, “icy”
surfaces. Blizzard Beach, the maps and brochures say, is a place to “discover
frosty fun for the entire family!” Ruby can’t imagine why anyone would
describe Florida as “frosty,” even at this place. She feels hot, and she can’t
escape the heat—the water is so warm it feels like bathwater, and the sun
shines strongly, its rays thick and scorching.
As they travel through the lazy river, Dad holds on to Ruby and Mom’s
inner tubes. They’re a hinged chain, Dad the elbow. Ruby hasn’t felt this
relaxed since their vacation started. She lets her eyes close, and tries to
imagine they’re somewhere less noisy, less clogged with people. Maybe,
instead of Disney World, they’re in the backyard at home, and she’s curled
in a kiddie pool full of metallic-smelling hose water. But then a child shrieks
and another wails and a woman cackles, and Ruby opens her eyes and
clutches the inner tube’s handles. Her right hand brushes against one of
Dad’s knuckles, and she scooches her fingers over.
“You still going down the slide?” Dad asks her as they float past the
Summit. A body plunges to the ground so fast Ruby almost winces as the
slider hits water. Dad brings Ruby’s tube closer to his. Ruby likes how her
dangling foot scrapes the surface of the water.
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“Maybe,” she says. She had hoped he would forget.
“Rob,” Mom says, perching sunglasses on top of her head. “Drop it. She
doesn’t have to do anything she doesn’t want to.” She adjusts her position
in her tube, plunging half of her body through the hollow. Mom’s forearms
glitter with drops of water. She’s tanned since arriving, and her skin’s a light
bronze color, like the stained patch of beige carpet in Ruby’s bedroom.
“But it would be good for her,” Dad says. “Facing fears head-on. Like we
talked about.”
Ruby hopes this won’t escalate into a fight. Mom and Dad have been
fighting lately, mostly over Ruby and Ruby’s happiness. They’d stand in the
kitchen at night, sandwiching the kitchen island, growling at each other,
their palms glued to countertop, their knuckles pale. Each had an opinion
about what keeps Ruby calm, what keeps Ruby normal, what makes her
happy. On those nights, Ruby would be banished to her room, but she’d sit
by the cracked door of her bedroom, listening.
Mom’s voice, quiet: “What about therapy? It wouldn’t hurt to try. We
could always pull her out if it makes things worse.” Dad’s voice, loud: “My
daughter does not need therapy. God, no. We can fix this ourselves. Just
like you fixed yourself.” Ruby imagined Dad waving his hands toward Mom,
perhaps air quoting the word fixed. Mom: “Well if I’m not fixed, Rob”—
Mom’s voice hissing, curling around the word— “Why the fuck wouldn’t we
try to fix your daughter?” And the kitchen would be quiet for a few minutes.
Eventually Ruby would crawl into bed, press an ear to her pillow, muffling
the sounds of whatever words or noises came next.
Ruby wishes they’d stop talking about her and leave her alone. She was
happiest alone.
“Ruby, you don’t have to do anything you don’t want to,” Mom says now.
“This is your trip.”
Ruby wants to say it isn’t her trip. She’s here because they’re here, and
she still doesn’t quite understand why they’re here, why Dad insisted so
adamantly they come here, “for Ruby.” She thought Dad was done with
vacations after the hike in New Mexico. He said something like that up in the
mountains: “I’m done with all of this.” Ruby remembers pine trees, cold, thin
air, the crunch of old snow beneath her tennis shoes, the slick of Dad’s hands
on her skin. She tries to focus on the sensation of the water swirling around
her heel. The ripples tickle her sole, and she breathes deeply, relaxes a little.
“Whatever you want, Rubes,” Dad says, and he pats her hand. His
shoulders and neck look pink with new sunburn. He squints his eyes, and
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his lips sit stiff and straight. Ruby knows Dad wishes she was like other kids,
more like her cousins. Alyssa would go down Summit Plummet without
a second thought, with no visions of death or injury looping through her
mind. Alyssa wouldn’t think a water slide’s foundation was faulty, wouldn’t
think of the possibility of the structure crumpling as she slicks down the
descent.
Ruby wonders if Dad wishes he could trade her for someone else, for
a kid somewhere who wasn’t afraid to watch fireworks or hike or go down
a water slide. He wouldn’t have to pretend his kid was normal anymore—
he’d just have a normal kid, and things would be easier for him. He would
be just like all the other dads he knows, all of the dads with the normal,
not-scared kids who do normal, not-scary-to-everyone things, and he’d feel
happy because of it, because that’s what Ruby thinks Dad wants more than
anything—for their family to look good and happy and normal to everyone
else.
Maybe she could be normal today. Make Dad happy.
“I think I’ll do it, for sure this time,” she says. She sticks a hand in the
water and makes a fist. “But I want to go up by myself. You can watch me
from down here.”
Dad smiles and whacks the inner tube—a wet, rubbery sound. “That’s
my girl,” he says. “You’ll love it. It’s like a big Slip ’N Slide. No biggie.”
Ruby smiles. Dad hasn’t said That’s my girl in a long time.
***
She boards the “ski lift” alone. She’s just old enough to ride by herself, the
worker says as she helps buckle her in. After a strip of nylon is flattened
securely around Ruby’s lower stomach, the lift moves forward, upward, and
Ruby’s suspended in air. Mom and Dad stay with their stuff beside the wave
pool. “When you’re up there, wave to us,” Dad said before she walked over to
the line for the lift, “so we know you’re about to go down! So we can watch.”
Ruby grips the handle and swings her legs. A pink-and-white-striped
umbrella shades the seat and paints Ruby’s thighs in its hues. As she kicks,
the sun drenches her shins in gold. The lift sways a little, and the wind picks
up, so she stops swinging her legs. She’s not about to die before she goes
down Summit Plummet.
But as she gets higher and higher and people and the pools below her
start to shrink, she feels panic swelling in her stomach and chest and head.
Her breaths escape her quickly, and she knows she’s about to start freaking
out like she usually does. She knows when she breathes too quickly she can’t
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really breathe, and then she starts to panic about not being able to breathe,
and then she cries. She hardly ever screams anymore; she used to scream so
hard that her voice became raspy like Grandma Peters’. New Mexico was the
last time she really cried and screamed.
But she can’t do that here. There are too many people. Dad can’t see that.
Dad can’t be embarrassed by her.
Don’t cry, she tells herself. You can’t do that anymore.
She tries to swallow the lump in her throat, but it feels like the time
she swallowed too much crusty bread and the bread got lodged, scratched
her from the inside. She had to gulp too much grape Gatorade too fast to
dislodge the food, and when the bread finally made it to her stomach, she
almost barfed.
She remembers what Mom taught her in New Mexico to calm her down.
“In through your nose, out through your mouth,” Mom said. “Slowly.”
She breathes in through her nose, out through her mouth. Slowly. The
lump loosens, her breathing slows. She’ll be okay. She’ll be fine. But she
knows she has to make it down somehow, and the water slide looks to be
the only way.
She nears the “peak” of Summit Plummet. The Summit’s “snow” is tinged
with light blue, painted on. It looks like real snow, but then it doesn’t. If it
were real snow, the blue would only appear with the shadows of the day. This
snow has blue for no reason. It’s not pretty like the snow in New Mexico—
glittery white, clean.
She feels calmer, looking at the fake snow. She likes feeling calm.
In New Mexico, it took her a while to calm down after her panic episode
up in the mountains, after Dad’s outburst. Later, looking back on that hike
last year, she had wished she had stayed with her Aunt Tammy in the little
faux-adobe house on the outskirts of Taos while Mom and Dad hiked. Aunt
Tammy was Mom’s sister and a “wannabe artist,” as Mom said. Aunt Tammy
had just moved to Taos to paint the mountains and Rio Grande Gorge. She
worked at a hair salon, too. Ruby loved Aunt Tammy, and Aunt Tammy
didn’t like Dad much. At lunch (with “just the girls” as Dad said, claiming
the coffee shop’s food “inedible”), Aunt Tammy would say, “What’s his deal?”
Mom would cock her head and say, “Nothing. He’s just perfect.” And she’d
look at Ruby and then glance back to Aunt Tammy, Mom’s eyes round like
the plastic Bingo chips Ruby used at school.
Instead of hiking, Ruby could’ve read a book or eaten Oreos with Aunt
Tammy that afternoon, dunking the chocolate rounds into tall glasses of
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almond milk. Maybe she and Aunt Tammy could have gone shopping in
the Plaza. Maybe, instead of going into the mountains, Ruby could have just
picked out a postcard of the mountains to pin to her cork board back home.
That would have been enough.
If she had stayed with Aunt Tammy on the day of the hike, she wouldn’t
have been up in the mountains with Mom and Dad, on a hike she never
wanted to take. She wouldn’t have panicked about the trail being covered in
snow, wouldn’t have started to worry about getting lost. She wouldn’t have
seen the toppled trees in their path, toppled because of an avalanche that
had happened just a month ago, according to a hastily-scrawled sign poked
into the snow beside the wreckage. She wouldn’t have crumpled onto the
snow, she wouldn’t have said, “We need to go home, we need to go home, we
need to get out of here, please, please, please.” She had pictured wandering
around up in the mountains until nightfall; she pictured freezing to death;
she pictured the crushing weight of avalanche snow; she pictured a searchand-rescue team uncovering their dead bodies, curled tightly around each
other in stiff embrace.
She knew what she thought didn’t make sense. But she couldn’t stop.
As her panic rose, as her cries and warbles grew more manic, Dad said,
“For fuck’s sake, Ruby,” and he continued up the incline.
Mom held Ruby’s hand. “In through your nose, out through your mouth.
Slowly. Good.” But Ruby couldn’t stop. She couldn’t move. She cried. And
when her tears ran out, she wailed. She felt like she was about to be sick.
“Please can we go down? Please?” She couldn’t understand how Mom and
Dad wouldn’t think that their deaths were near. Couldn’t they understand
Ruby’s need to avoid risk at all costs?
Mom said, “Rob, let me take her down.” They had moved up the
mountain, just a little. But Ruby had crumpled again, saying, “Please, please,
please, Mom.”
“Dammit, you always give in to her,” Dad said. “No. We’re not giving in
this time. She’s going on this hike. She’s going to act normal.”
“She’s nine fucking years old,” Mom said. “She’s fine. Why force her?
Who the fuck cares if she fucking hikes up this mountain?” Ruby had never
heard mom say the f-word so many times. Maybe only once, during one of
Mom and Dad’s kitchen fights.
Dad stopped, turned to face Mom and Ruby. Ruby’s wails grew louder—
“Please, please can we go down?”
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“I fucking care! Do you see her?” He waved a hand toward Ruby. “This
isn’t normal! She’s not normal!” His jaw went hard, and his eyes bulged. “And
it’s your fault. She’s like this because of you.” He pointed to Mom. “I’m so
done with you,” he said. “I’m done with all of this.”
Mom looked hurt, but fury also painted her features—forehead tight,
teeth barely showing, lips stretched. Ruby hated seeing Mom so mad.
“Dad, stop. Please stop,” Ruby said. She grew louder. She couldn’t breathe.
“Please let’s go down.” She cried. She couldn’t stop the panic from slipping
out.
And that’s when Dad approached Ruby quickly, so quickly, and he thrust
his hands around her neck. He did not squeeze, but he shook just a little,
enough for her neck to bounce against his palms. His hands were loose
but firm, slick with sweat. His face was red. Ruby could see the fleshy inner
corners of his eyes—bright pink like her favorite crayon.
“You stop, Ruby! Calm the fuck down!”
Mom said, “Rob,” and she sounded scared. Ruby felt scared. But her tears
stopped for a moment. Dad looked scared, too, after he yelled. He released
her. And he turned and went up the mountain alone. As Dad walked away,
he squeezed his hands together, wrung his fingers through his palms. Ruby
thought she saw him take a fist to his thigh.
Mom embraced Ruby as Dad disappeared behind banks of snow. Mom
let Ruby cry until she couldn’t anymore. “He didn’t mean it,” she said. “He
didn’t mean any of it.”
“I know.” They turned their bodies, faced the gentle decline. The summit
was behind them. Ruby wondered if Dad would ever make it back.
On their way down, Ruby started to feel better but numb. She didn’t
know what to say. She finally said, “I’m sorry I’m not normal.”
And Mom said, “You’re fine, Ruby.” She was quiet, and she sounded like
she could cry, too. “Dad didn’t mean to say or do any of it.”
“I know.”
“We probably shouldn’t talk about what happened.” Mom squeezed
Ruby’s hand. “I’ll make sure it doesn’t happen again.”
“Okay.”
Ruby didn’t say it out loud, but she vowed to make sure it never happened
again, either.
***
Ruby slips from the chair lift, and she scrapes the tip of her big toe on the
pavement. Summit Plummet towers above her, and a body zips down its
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slope with a shriek. She peers over a rail and scans the wave pool for Dad.
He’s right there, sitting on the lounge chair beside Mom, and they talk. Dad’s
mouth moves and Mom nods, and she places a hand on his knee. And then
they raise their faces toward the Summit. They look for Ruby.
Ruby waves. Just like Dad told her to.
He pumps a fist into the sky, like a winner of a race. In triumph. Look at
Ruby. Look how normal she is. She’s about to go down a water slide.
Ruby lowers her hand and holds on to the rail. She’ll move when she
counts to three. She’ll go down the Summit. She’ll be the normal kid her
Dad wants.
In through your nose. Out through your mouth. Slowly.
One.
Two.
Ruby thinks that Dad looks so small from up here—the whole park
looks miniaturized, like Grandma Peters’ Christmas village. She holds out
her hand and pretends to pinch her father between forefinger and thumb.
He fits perfectly; he’s like a Polly Pocket or a green army man. She can almost
feel the cottony tip of his head and the poke of his feet on her skin. She tries
to squeeze him as if he were a figurine, but her fingers mash together. The
puff of her pruned skin deflates.
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Postcard from the places I haven’t
been
We bumped along the cracked pavement and every ten-mile trip was a
journey, scabbed-over trees waving branches in a farewell. In the corner of
my mind was another person keeping time with the car’s speed, ski slopes of
the long-forgotten garbage heap nestled against the highway.
We bury our trash here, leave it to exhale slowly in the shallow air as the
grass creeps over years, predetermined patterns in the sod. It wasn’t like a
Dickens novel because the endings weren’t neat.
I’m still bitter about not going to Italy. When I was eighteen, a college
offered a fully-funded semester in Florence. The price was a thank-you note
to generous funders. I passed on the opportunity because my parents said
no, my boyfriend said stay.
My grandma has never been on a plane. It’s not for lack of trying. She
thinks the first step into the air is the beginning of her death. The higher
altitude closer to god. I open my laptop, type into the search bar:

Can you breathe at 30,000 feet
She called me crying twice a week when I moved to California. I can’t tell
now if it was sincerity or manipulation.
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Why am I nervous all the time
I wanted to go back to playing Wiffle ball in her backyard, swallowing
the neighbors’ cigarette smoke unquestioningly as it floated over the hedge.
When I was six or seven, my favorite pastime was to go on “cat walks,” an
adventure down the street to pet stray cats in the neighborhood.
As an adult, I wanted to adopt a cat, but worried about who would watch
it when I travelled abroad for extended periods of time.

How to make friends in a new place
I moved to a new city and, in job interviews, talked about how I love to
travel. I lived out of my car, parked beside a suburban Maryland grocery
chain. I wandered the aisles with a faux sense of purpose and kept a list of
places I would like to go outside of this place.

Questions to ask new friends
I smiled and nodded in the elevator with a colleague as he talked about
how magical the coast of Dubrovnik was last summer. This was before
throngs of tourists mobbed the place, when it was pristine.
I had the feeling that it was too late to go anywhere.

Best hiking pants for fashionable women
I reserved a ticket to the Albuquerque balloon festival, a flight into
Phoenix, a long drive across the alien red landscape to watch balloons launch
themselves at sunrise. I didn’t go because I got anxious.
I’ve still never left the country. I fly home twice a year instead of making
the long drive from Chicago. Everyone has aged and the stray cats are dead.
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Misfortune Teller
Every now and then, it came upon her. Brushing her teeth, taking a bath.
Tired, always tired, but the water was warm and it felt good to scrub herself
clean of the day’s accumulation of remnants, to let the wind in her brain
quiet for a moment and risk whole minutes without calculation of the things
she had done and the things she had yet to do.
In this quiet, she might step inside the church of herself, warm and mute
and full of roses. Sometimes she knelt and sometimes there was another
door. Every now and then it opened, and the view inside the vestibule
frightened her—the sheer enormity of her life. She saw it sprawled out as a
city from a plane: the patterns no one knew from the ground, the order, the
neatness, the blue of the water and the twinkling lights of every life moving
through the grid, bodiless from this height, magical. The people were the
lights and they stretched back through all the generations of lights that had
shone before, layers upon layers until you reached those first people, the
ones who knew the earth, the ones whose earth was stolen, because even
from this height, there is calamity. Especially from this height. She feels the
crushing weight of it. The tear in the sky revealing every ancestor bearing
towards her a face that becomes hers and every sin of that face and every light
that follows or will follow or will be extinguished during the expanse of the
years that press upon her—sixty, eighty, one hundred—calling for her to fill
them with something more, with something better, because that expanse is
dwarfed in the vastness of the million inevitable connections, lives colliding
in the most minuscule and permanent ways for as long as the earth can bear
to hold them. One hundred years is generous, she knows, when the earth is
as tired as she is. It makes her breathless to unfold the trouble like a sheet
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of notebook paper ripped with the frill and pressed into the four corners of
a child’s future teller, each triangle lifted to reveal another aftermath. Pick
a color, pick a number—the fingers in the paper open and close like the
mouths of fish or old men gumming on the sudden space where the water
used to be.
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Choose Your Own Apocalypse
Imagine a malfunction: say, cell towers implode, televisions shatter, the
Internet is closed to all thru traffic. Imagine a stop. Maybe even a regression.
The world gets very quiet without all the pings and diddles and buzzing.
Nobody needs to look for outlets anymore because there is nothing to charge.
At first there is nervous fidgeting, and then boredom sets in. It is confused
with desperation. Sketch artists discover unheard-of economic stability as
courier pigeons with tiny backpacks start trending, delivering important
text messages by wind current: hey beautiful, u up? Hot pic, can I see more?
Patience must be relearned. People shield their eyes from the enormous sun
and scan the sky for birds, hoping one is looking for them too.
Imagine a vanishing. Public approval is at an all-time low. People try
posting their updates in sidewalk chalk on the driveway. Today I finally
figured out how to use a flint! The fire is roaring and the children are
growing up so fast. #Blessed #HappyApocalypse. The messages get shorter
and shorter as the chalk shrinks and their fingers start to cramp. They sit out
in lawn chairs watching people walk by on the street, but everyone is too
involved with their own catastrophes to really give a fuck. Then it starts to
rain for days and days and everything turns gray.
Imagine a distancing. Going viral gets you quarantined. Bookshelves are
ransacked, and so are craft stores. There are things you can create that might
save you. Concerned mothers poke a string through the tops of paper cups
and connect house to house, finally meeting the neighbors. When people
get lonely enough, they’ll talk to anyone. If you were a fly and you landed
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on one of the taut threads crisscrossing the alleyway, and you rubbed your
feet together and you listened to the buzz that was different than your own,
you would hear so many secrets. “I’m afraid of mirrors.” “Try a dash of
cinnamon.” “I don’t love them like I should.”
Imagine a flood. A river swelling past its bounds, stripping trees,
swirling earth, taking what was and carrying it further. Imagine having fins.
Maybe even gills. The human race is surprised at how quickly it evolves,
how improved the scenery is along elbows of river streets, every brick and
concrete block softened by green algae and mold. They learn to kick gently,
to avoid the sharpness hidden beneath muddied water. When night settles
in, it is thick. All the stars have burnt out. Those who do not stop to rest have
to feel their way around.
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you're out of touch
i'm out of time
“You know what to do with that big fat butt
Wiggle, wiggle, wiggle
Wiggle, wiggle, wiggle
Wiggle, wiggle, wiggle” —JASON DERULO
EVERY DAY WE STRAY FURTHER FROM GOD’S LIGHT

		
“We are truly deeply batfuck beings”
		—C.D. Wright, Tree of Obscurity
			

*

*

*

			

*

*

*

——The Chinese slang for — hickey — is 草莓 — or — strawberry —
aardbei — erdbeere — fragola — fraise — fresa — In a room full of str8
boys — It took me a while to notice — Your hungry eyes — Savage jiggerypokery — Impeccable coat — Immaculate stitching — Eyes dancing raisins
— Lips pillow soft — Unaccustomed to touch — Powdered sugar the kind
Ariana like — High off hair gel — Rice*cooker mist — Deep breath scubadiving — Syringes sucking up marrow — Thoughts taste lost — Pennies in
my mouth — Bloody Francis Bacon — Muscle cars & horsepower — Detroit
Tigers double-fisting hotdogs — Chew through Robert’s Rules — Jewels cut
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into biceps — Cross hurt threshold — Sweet tea no sugar — Ashy & violent
— Smear my makeup — Punch me like a dance card — Fold me like origami
— Stuff me in a suitcase — Hush money overflowing — Ombré red warps
into purple into red again — Neons say — 80s, poppers, & down to fuck
— Brooklyn Poets circle-jerk — I do nothing in particular, & I do it very
well — All these poems reference “Alexander” McQueen — When the
man’s name was Lee — & don’t quote Chanel to me — Miss Coco don’t
know you — & if she did she wouldn’t like you — The Flavor — Outlasts
bureaucracy — Can’t pass the citizenship test wit that mess — Let’s get back
to it dusty — Presidents I’ve seen in person? — I saw Sarah Palin once. Does
that count? — Baked Alaska — Naked Chef — Éminence grise— I like
your dangling thing — PLEASE ENJOY THE MUSIC — WHILE YOUR PARTY IS
REACHED — Remind me what a “ringtone” is — Mission in life — Sandwich
named after me — Grilled chicken, prosciutto, fresh mozzarella & Arcadian
mix —Arrière-garde — Please have lunch late at night — Igneous str8 boys
dancing in the background — Saddle up Swiss Beatz cuz this girl is on fire
—I luv axing ppl I’ve hooked up with :: Have we met? — I legit just told one
of my hookups :: Hello! I am a young professional — Them: when imma
see you :: Me: By accident — Remember when Petraeus & his mistress were
using Gmail drafts (actually recoverable) to trade love notes — That was
pretty funny — That time Rehnquist added 4 gold bars to his impeachment
robe — That was early Thom Browne — How Dick Cheney’s undisclosed
location was actually his house — You’re black Kate Moss — I’m washed-up
Sadie Frost — Jude Law as Agony Uncle — Sir David Tang — The Rt. Hon.
Kim Campbell, first female Prime Minister of Canada, & the only one born
in British Columbia, served for 132 days from June 25, 1993, to November
4, 1993 — When discussing Hurricane Dorian, Campbell tweeted: I’M
ROOTING FOR A DIRECT HIT ON MAR A LAGO! — In response to #45 saying
“I’d never withdraw. I’ve never withdrawn in my life,” Campbell tweeted:
TOO BAD HIS FATHER DIDN'T WITHDRAW! — When #45 mused about the
border, Campbell tweeted: HE REALLY IS A MOTHERF**KER! — Girlfriend
is crazy! Lives in Paris now — History shows that it takes only 1 election to
renovate a country. Are you ready——
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狮子山隧道
//////: lion rock tunnel
1.
Pink Floyd’s The Dark Side of the Moon
The joy of friendship, family, dignity of craft, & the mechanics of desire
YMMV
Your mileage may vary
2.

“A once-in-a-generation talent”—self
Yes
Don’t feel bad about yourself
3.
Wut r ur pronouns | | | none do not refer to me
Ok . . CHIAROSCURO like the sausage
4.
Spoiler in a race for student government
The James Soong
of law school politics
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5.
Youth on a pedestal
your friend creighton can pass for a chinese
a korean baby
found on a bench
sounds like part of Biden’s stump speech
Where is Hunter Biden ?????
6.
All sentiment is anti-American
Google your bf ’s phone number
You real Miss Independent
Proud member of the obstructionist Democrat party
The Do-Nothing Democrats
Doing nothing sounds so good right now
7.
PUTTY IN YOUR HANDS
Do you go to Waffle shop lol
Sometimes it’s slightly overrated and always a line
Lmao
PSU students love breakfast for some reason
8.
I wish I were a better baker
It’s chemistry & I’m really bad at following formulae
I’m drawn to the tastiness & the smells & the beauty of it
I’m attracted to the irreversibility of it
Sure, you can save it sometimes
But if you leave out this or that thing
It could be a hot mess
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9.
When I was young I was on the front page of the local paper
I was pictured at the front of the pack, running through the school gates
to mark the first day of school
I’ve actually never seen the photo
I remember them posing us & setting it up
I’d like to think I was wearing a cute rugby & nice pants
But I was wearing my uniform, of course
Everything I know about my time on the cover
Is through word-of-mouth
Jealous friends, parents, general haters
It won’t be my last time on the front page
I know that for damn sure
10.
He was just starting out with fiction-writing so he ax me for writing tips
I found myself using key phrases like world-building
Overwritten, overdone, overexplaining
No matchy-matchy, punchier phrases, vary sentence length
You have to move the conversation forward
The talking points of life
I’m so obsessed with world-building
11.
Memories are like cells ; ; ; ; ; ; always replaced by new ones
12.
It’s bad to fall in love with who somebody could be
& not who they are now
Matte black cherry exactement
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13.
He sucks me high & dry
Ichor drip drip
Puts his mouth on my wound
Speaks into it
A rip-off, a con
The deck was stacked
The books were cooked
Wake up!
It was all a shell game
Nothing beats Chinese food & Cristal
Got it? Any questions?
14.
Living walls & that A5 Wagyu with excellent marbling
beguiling
seductive
that exquisite bestest
I feel so inside you
Shake Shack tossed my salad
Land O’Lakes all infinite loop
Muscles bursting
Tom of Finland
German board games flourishing
Haven’t we learned our lesson!
Sapiosexuals trending
You’re just an overgrown orangutan!
There’s only so far a pendulum can swing before it starts going in the opposite direction
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15.
White people & their hand-wringing over Kaepernick
Favorite things blowjobs & cough syrup
“But he’s half white!”
You thought CRT was a kind of Cadillac
You said Black Mountain College is where delinquents play with horses
I’m the last person in the world to need Grammarly!
•
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Memory of the Dance
Artist's Statement:
The photographic image was obtained by agitating water with a spoon in a small
bowl and photographing the water while stirring it. The naked eye cannot see what
is happening at the time. The camera captures intriguing relations between chaos
and order, formlessness and form, what eludes the naked eye and what takes shape,
sometimes quite detailed shape. What intrigued me about the experiment I conducted
with light, water, and motion was the seemingly uncanny “historicity” of the forms,
caught on camera, that appeared in a bowl of water being stirred. The basis of this
poetry is my own existential journey with these forms.

The spoon dips, an oar into the water, gathering light up onto its dripping
paddle. The surface vitrifies, stone turned to glass by some intensity of heat,
perhaps that of a volcanic eruption on an island of the sun in the middle
of an ancient sea. Here, the feeling is not yet of cataclysm, but of a time
before, recalled posthumously. The waters of memory have disgorged a
young Minoan bull-leaper. His face is turned toward the viewer, a smile
playing around his eyes and lips veiled by mist. His torso is turned sideways,
pectorals and a deltoid modelled by the brilliant light. Aimed at his chest is
what? A charging bull with human leg and foot? Or does this turning and
facing invite us to do likewise? And, when we turn our heads and crane our
necks, does the bull become a woman, a priestess of the dance, whose head
floats perpendicular to the bull-leaper’s chest? And is she casting shadows
upon his sternum and solar plexus, flickering with life forms?
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Keep Your Options Open
Option 1
We meet at McDonald’s. Perfectly compatible, we never argue. Perfectly
organized, we never forget an appointment, a birthday, or what the other
prefers. Perfectly healthy, we never grow old, get sick, or die.
This has never been an option. If you’re that naïve, you might as well forget
how to read.
Option 2
We meet at Caffeine Dreams. All in black, I sip hot chocolate and critique your
words to avoid your eyes. The table’s rickety and the tapping of keyboards at
nearby clustered writing groups is as loud as seagulls, but this remains the
best lifeboat for a woman who cannot float—a woman who would drink salt
water despite the promise of increased thirst.
If you take a sip, see below. If you’d rather swim, go to Option 7.
Option 3
I invite you over for drinks and we talk for hours. If you choose to spend
the night on the couch, go to Option 5. If you run to your rusted-out Ford
parked down the street for fear of the wolf and his roar, keep reading.
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In my den, I placed a writing desk in the corner, and on that desk I’ve lined
up sleek pens from Korea. They look like long silver bullets in rows and keep
the wolf at bay. Above the desk, a sign: CREATE. In red ink you mark up
my stanzas. In blood I blot out every insult not delivered. No matter how
fast you flee, the first three letters of my name written in cursive are strung
together—that silken thread around your throat tightens as you stand on the
office chair.
Hours later, I’m mesmerized by how you chomp on the bit I’ve placed in
your mouth, stomp in a circle with that rope slicing into your ankle, scratch
at your skin, howl. I lurk in the door ready to engage but think now is not the
time. If I threw a tantrum like this, the wolf would label me immature and
selfish. Start over or go to Option 6.
Option 4
We meet again in the psychology section of the university library. I invite
you over for dinner—five people on the back deck. With a paper sack on
your head and holding up a bag of corn chips, you pose for a snapshot next
to the grill. The paper plates stacked up like stone tablets record the meal
and command you to cut the tomatoes, shuck the corn, and warm up the
meat. The sudden downpour soaks us all.
If you find me attractive, finish the meal.
Option 5
You lie on the couch for an hour until I come take your hand. If you choose
to sleep in my king-size bed and rummage through the room while I shower
the next morning, you will discover in the bottom drawer of the dresser, I’ve
hidden the New Testament. When the wolf attacks, I lock the bedroom door
to read Matthew, chapters six and seven, and weep. There are no atheists
inside a man’s fist. I never purr amen after a prayer. I’m not that weak, yet I
prayed for this.
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I beg you not to leave while my wet hair dribbles down my back. The sliding
glass door, which doesn’t lock, counts every exit. I have forgotten the wolf ’s
name, all the huffing and puffing. Let’s pack a picnic basket with two oranges,
cotton-candy grapes, a loaf of French bread, and pinot. I will forget the bottle
opener—I always disappoint.
Option 6
We meet at the blood bank on 38th and Dodge. I’m not allowed to give blood,
so I wait on the front steps for my ride. You appear with a Band-Aid and a
chocolate chip cookie. I haven’t seen a cassette in ten or fifteen years, but
there you are with a Walkman and headphones. I stop myself from asking
what you’re listening to. You ask why I haven’t donated. I lift up my sleeves
to expose all those pretty white closed eyelids on my forearms. Guess my
blood is tainted. Keep reading if you take a seat despite the July heat, the
stares from strangers heading to their cars, the bus you intend to take home
rolling up.
We complain of Dodge Street—with its complicated rules (you can’t turn
right!) (this lane goes west now; east later)—the main artery in Omaha. If
traffic stops here, it backs up everywhere, so the city constructs an overpriced,
overhead massive beltway to ease the flow, and still with everyone going
west at 5 p.m., there’s an accident every day, every rush hour, a delay. See, all
men eventually go west. You go west and I hitchhike to another blood bank
that will reject me just like the rest. Next.
Option 7
At the city pool, I lounge in a chair under an umbrella. Fear of water prevents
me from entering even the shallow end. You lap the pool for an hour and
leave without saying goodbye despite my rubbing sunscreen on my spread
thighs, the grapes I kiss into my mouth each time you turn my way, my weak
waves. Weeks later, you still won’t return my calls. I imagine you jogging past
my house with your Walkman or swimming at the man-made lake down
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the street. Surrounded by cement and water, I sink. Your cassette tape with
its reel pulled out—a black rosary wrapped around your finger—is a noose
on both of our necks dragging us back to something we missed. If you call
again, go to Option 11. If you don’t, continue to Option 12.
Option 8
Location doesn’t matter—the weather does. Rain says we’ll make it. Sun
and blue sky, a backdrop to our missed connection. Snow and ice go either
way. I can’t predict your route, your reaction. Exhausted from the hunt, I
pour a glass of wine and recline in bed. See, the wolf preys at night in any
season. When he shatters the sliding glass door and stalks to my room, I
don’t hide in the closet where every dress lies on the floor where it fell. Later,
I don’t cry over the wounds. Here in this pink nightgown floating on these
damp sheets, I must appear threatening for I invite you over every day, but
something keeps you at bay—perhaps the knotted webs in my tangled black
hair, the yelp that escapes when you touch my leg, the gaping hole in my
chest that mirrors hell. I want to imagine it’s the storm clouds that keep you
away. Isn’t that just as well?
Option 9
We meet at the concession stand—you order a corndog and I ask if they have
a meal for vegetarians. The state fair with its cotton candy, country music,
and Ferris wheel attracts children, and I’m here playing widow with a niece
and nephew. I thank you for the leftover tickets you offer.
Option 10
I haven’t left the house much except for vodka and cigarette runs, but my
friend Joy insists I need words, so we arrive at The Bookworm to hear you
read from your first collection. Joy and I purchase copies and we get in line
to have them signed. You ask her name, scrawl all the best on the inside
cover, and ask if she’s a writer. Joy, now overjoyed, gushes about her cow
poems. The cover of your book displays knots—slippery hitch, artificial eye,
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shroud, but upon reading, I find no rope in the lines. Still, I send an email to
invite you to my workshop group that hasn’t met in months.
If you come to the meeting, go back to Option 2.
Option 11
I meet another man and stop listening for the phone. He shaves his head,
burns poems into wood tablets—the wood painted black, the words, red,
and when I invite him to my bed, he pounces—faster than the wolf which
still prowls the perimeter of my yard, hungrier than the fire in the swollen
pit where all promises turn to ash and ride the wind—and I, never left alone,
have no time to return your long email apologizing for the delay. You hit
refresh over and over waiting for my reply. If you want me to reconsider, you
must drown your pride, burn your name into my lawn, and shoot the wolf
with a silver bullet.
Option 12
You enter the waiting room of a therapist’s office. I nod, pick up a magazine,
and flip through the pages while examining your every move. I want to ask
you what you’re doing here. I want you to ask why I’ve settled so I can shrug
as if it doesn’t matter. You sit, stretch your legs, and your black work boot
hits the coffee table. The vase tips and before it can spill its red petals, cloudy
water, and pink pebbles, you catch it with your hand, easing it to stand again.
The water droplets that soak into the rug spell out run.
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Angeligender
the online quiz assigns
after I select
a. robes with cosmic energy;
b. color of the universe; and
c. mercenary of God.
Rarest of demiboy, agender, biogender, I always knew
I was different, barely
human. Sometimes I joke
I’m a male-bodied spirit—
how did the test calculate
my incorporeal coexistence?
I don’t mind a flat chest
and leg hair. I’m a sculpture
animated with angel wings,
can’t you see them? Their gossamer
flows around us. I kid.
I’m told identity
equals flesh, not otherkin. Reality is —but
the truest I’ve felt was in nothing,
which is also to say
my body is a vessel for everything.
Tell me I’m not melting
from unmade gods.
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Michelangelo
was a twink. Have you seen
Adam, his nude reflection, reach
for Father’s hand like a boy
needing touch? I’ve lain on my own
Renaissance bed, the sinews
of arms and legs awaiting
transformation into a father
I wished I had. Maybe it’s a lust
for the impossible: manhood.
I spent my youth with Italian artists
frolicking across my amygdala—
yearned for a beauty within paintings
produced by twinks condemned
to homoerotic chastity.
I cover my body in art
to remind myself of this evolution,
that flesh exists in conversation
with emotional memory, a cohabitation of past and future.
You see, all my bones give
is neutrality: I was never born
to become Dad or Mom
or the transition from one
to the next. Let me be
the sculpture I’m creating.
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Technological
Dismemberment
For Jordan
Come to my blockchain,
I’m whittling bones away.
Shrug off your corporeality,
join my ghost in the cryptoreality. Forget about flesh,
forget the nag of your arteries.
We’ll deposit our skin
in recycling boxes, our cells
will supercharge the technofuture. Here we’ll sit: the ledger
that hashes Merkle tree seedlings.
We’ll be the internet’s lost boys,
webs of electrons spinning in ether,
spectres gyrating to the rhythm
of our molt. Together we’ll scatter
as electricity across our blockchain.
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A Simple Explanation
of Benefits
For health insurance purposes, what is colloquially referred to as “rehab” falls
under the category of Drug, Alcohol, and Behavioral Health Services. The
Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System (HCPCS) reserves a series
of thirty codes, numbered H0001 through H0030, for patient services falling
within this category. As is the case with many other medical procedures, a
particular bill may contain multiple codes or multiple entries of the same
code. H0004, for example, which corresponds to 15 minutes of behavioral
health counseling and therapy, will appear four times when a patient, call her
Marietta Hollinfell, attends an hour-long, one-on-one session at Heartland
Recovery in North Platte, NE. When she attends group therapy, the session
will be coded as H0005. Any necessary testing of samples for intoxicants will
be H0003, and the entire 30-day residential program of treatment will fall
under H0018 (which does not include room and/or board and which any
experienced coder will tell you must be listed once per day (so 30 times in
total) on any subsequent explanation of benefits (EOB) or billing statement).
None of this includes the initial assessment or screening to which Ms.
Hollinfell will have to submit in order to be eligible for any residential
treatment program, experiences which might be coded as H0001 or
H0002, depending. Ms. Hollinfell will be glad to know, however, that these
pre-program steps are likely to enjoy more insurance coverage thanks to
legal requirements introduced as part of the Affordable Care Act, though
specifics will of course vary depending on her particular insurance plan,
and, in fact, while many codes falling within the scope of the Drug, Alcohol,
and Behavioral Health Services category are subject to the standard rules
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regarding deductibles and out-of-pocket maximums, policy terms are
sometimes written in such a way as to define what constitutes an acceptable
H0018 (just for example) narrowly, which often results in unexpected
expenses.
Given that Ms. Hollinfell has a plan from UnitedHealthcare (called
UnitedHealthOne) obtained through her employer, a florist just off I-80 on
the far Western edge of North Platte, it’s likely she’ll have one such policy.
This means that her EOBs for the initial steps of the process (namely the
screening and evaluation)—which, it should be noted, may not arrive until
after her completion of the full, 30-day program—will appear minimal, and
this may lead to an assumption on her part that the entire process will enjoy
similar coverage (or perhaps that the initial payment she will have no trouble
making will cover the entire experience, even though there are other billing
statements en route).
Of course, she’ll be warned by news stories and nurses about cost, and
Heartland itself will walk her through its billing procedures with an explicit
warning that coverage may vary, a warning she’ll largely ignore, perhaps
out of ignorance or laziness but just as likely because she’s exhausted and
desperate and still a little high, so that even on Day 5, when she will, for
the first time in maybe 18 months, feel genuine emotion (primarily shame,
but also an intense burst of empathy for a 44-year-old former nurse named
Nadelle, a member of her cohort who will share a story about being so zoned
on oxy that she ran over her daughter’s cat (a Russian Blue they called Pavel
after a character in a Willa Cather novel) on her way to a family dinner, she
will already have run up a substantial debt.
The H0004s, H0005s, and H0018s will all be logged, tabulated, and
sent on a rolling basis to a UHC claims processor working in Minnetonka,
MN, who will compare them with Ms. Hollinfell’s policy, generate a billing
statement for review, and save a digital copy that will be accessible from
anywhere via the UHC database but stored on a server at a $100 million
data center in Chaska. This digital record is what will be called up by Joseph,
a call center rep in Chandler, AZ, when Marietta’s father, Apex, dials the
customer service number listed on the relevant insurance card (Marietta
herself being practically hungover from detox and sticker shock, to the
point that, when the bill arrives, she’ll attend five separate meetings over the
course of 36 hours). Apex will have brushed up on insurance lingo via online
videos and web articles, but he’ll be no match for Joseph, who (as soon as
he senses the tension rise) will transfer him to Kay in Kansas City, claiming
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that she’ll have a much better grasp of the particularities of UHC’s Nebraska
operation. She doesn’t, but she’ll pretend to, projecting an air of competence
and Midwestern politeness throughout the conversation, about halfway
through which Apex will lose control (and call her a “useless bitch”), though
this won’t bother Kay, who’ll just ask if he wants to speak to a supervisor and
send him right on through when he agrees. The phone will ring and ring and
no one will answer, though it’s possible a Consumer Redirection Assistance
System (CRAS) will eventually send him to a voicemail for a Lydia Jones,
Staff Supervisor for General Claims, where he’ll leave a frustrated, profanitylaced message that will be routinely cleared out at the end of the month by
either an intern or a first-year consumer rep.
Now, Apex (being a bit stubborn) may call back, and maybe he’ll get
through to someone who authorizes a discount, or maybe he’ll start taking
shots during the non-stop hold music (which will be an old Bach concerto
intercut with a deep, African-American male voice talking about UHC’s
record of innovation and customer satisfaction), but most people won’t go
that far. For most people, it will end right there. UHC will get its money
somehow (even if it isn’t Marietta who ends up paying it), and though rankand-file employees may occasionally reflect on the morality of all this, the
economy will grow and share prices will rise and the market itself will have
no real cause for complaint.
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Gillian
Ollie talks.
Not that Gillian listens. She’s too absorbed in the mundane task of
fastening her bra, a simple action frustrated by a twinge of back pain, a
lingering stiffness in her shoulder, and her own condemning thoughts: You
are getting too old to shag in a van.
Apparently, she’s not getting too old for Ollie, though, because he keeps
coming back for more; she’s continually mystified, flattered, and unable to
resist. He’s too beautiful. He is too close to physical perfection.
Despite this, however, her interactions with him frequently disappoint,
her sexual and aesthetic experience diminishing substantially with the
inevitable occurrence of one very simple thing: he speaks.
She wishes that she had kept a written record of all the epic bloody
nonsense that has come out of his mouth over the years, because she could
have gained some kind of minor social media fame and parlayed a book deal
out of it to boot: Shit My Stupid Shag Buddy Says. It occurs to her that as far
as sordid shag buddies go, she has run the gamut from an Oxford graduate
to this, the man who thought that when his sister was pregnant with twins,
she’d be pregnant for eighteen months rather than nine. It’s her typical antiaccomplishment: from the gutter to the stars and back again.
As Ollie blathers about football, he leans over to tie his trainers, and
this singular movement initiates a glorious symphony of muscle and flesh in
stirring, magnificent counterpoint with one another. She longs to trace the
perfect trapezoid muscles within reach but doesn’t, knowing that he would
interpret this as an overture for a second go-round, which she’s not really up
for because of the pulled muscle in her lower back and various other reasons
that she won’t let herself think about.
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So, she lets him go on and on about Liverpool and the proliferation of
their bloody stupid fans up North.
“They’re everywhere,” he says. “Everywhere! I don’t get it. I mean, there
must be a Brazilian of them here.”
Gillian successfully resists the urge to bang her head on the side of the
van.
“Don’t you think?” He gazes up at her.
Aw, bless, he’s trying to engage her in conversation; it would be touching
if it weren’t so pathetic. “A Brazilian,” she says flatly. She rubs her aching
shoulder and pulls on the hideous yellow work apron; she has to give the
cafe credit for picking the one color that makes all pasty white people look
like utter shite.
“Yeah. You know. Like a lot. Like more than a million?” Ollie rolls his
eyes. “Know maths is not your strong suit Gillian, but Jesus, everyone knows
that.”
“It’s billion,” Gillian enunciates with a certain sarcastic slowness that
immediately reminds her of Vita, and that makes her want to slam her head
against the van until she is unconscious. “You mean billion. Not Brazilian.”
He’s skeptical. “You sure?”
“A Brazilian is a person. From Brazil.” She forces out the point between
clenched teeth: “The country.”
The lightbulb goes off over Ollie’s handsome head, offering only a bare
minimal illumination of knowledge. “Oh. Right, right.” He nods vigorously.
“Okay. Yeah. That makes sense.” Slow, graceful, and lazy, he pulls on his shirt.
“We doing this again next week, maybe?”
“Maybe.” She ties the apron at her back with stiff fingers, catching a
hangnail on the waistline of her jeans; she wore jeans to work today and
amazingly Claud didn’t call her out on it. Ollie said it was because she looked
stunning in them. He rarely compliments her, so she figures it must be true.
Again, she thinks of Vita, who once said you should always wear jeans, it
ought to be the law of the land—woozily stated after one nap, two orgasms,
and three glasses of wine, so she was feeling uncharacteristically munificent
that day. And again, she wishes she would stop thinking of Vita, at least
immediately after shagging idiots.
Ollie laughs. “It’s weird. You’re really like a bloke sometimes.” He pulls a
face. “Shit, that sounds really gay, doesn’t it?”
She stares at the abandoned used condom on the floor of the van—
flaccid, sad, and inanimate, as if it were the eviscerated hydro-skeleton of
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some strange jellyfish. “Yeah. It does.” She grabs her jacket, pushes at the
van’s heavy door with her good shoulder, and she’s free. For the moment,
anyway.
At home the windows are fogged up with steam from the beef stew she’s
reheating on the stove. She’s staring at her own reflection, sullied and
blurry, hair all over the bloody place, curling about her jaw, slipping out
from her poor excuse for a ponytail. An unremarkable color at the best
of times, but in this steam-bleached reflection it is even more limp, even
more of a non-color—an insipid pale brown with a fleck of early grey. And
her eyes, staring back at her like the eyes of a ghost, almost too pale to see,
almost the same color as the sky.
“What’s this?” her dad pipes up. He’s fishing for something in the drawer
of the kitchen dresser.
She turns around. “What’s what?”
He’s holding a champagne cork. “Taittinger? When were you drinking
Taittinger?” He laughs and his eyes twinkle.
Oh, you—stupid slapper, stroppy trailer trash, foul-mouthed slattern.
Who do you think you are? Someone worthy of fine champagne? It’s not
the kind voice of her father but the voice of the past that fills her head so
unexpectedly.
It’s been said that the past is another country; in Gillian’s case, it is
more than that. It is an enemy combatant. Any object that could possibly
function as a passport into this hostile territory runs the risk of emotional
high treason and as such is mercilessly discarded. When she turned 30 (nine
whole years ago), she trashed or burned nearly everything sentimental.
Including herself. But there were clothes, photos, keepsakes, a napkin with
a heart drawn on it from a first official date, all consigned to the flames or
the rubbish heap. The cork is an emissary from a different part of the past,
however, and she should have gotten rid of it but couldn’t. Not yet, anyway.
The cork, the same one she absently touched to her lips that night as she
stood in Room 503 of the Belgravia Hotel, fully clothed and ready to leave
but unable to as she helplessly stared down at Vita, sprawled face down on
the bed in a dead sleep.
Oh, you…
Gillian jams a wooden spoon into the dense, beefy glop of stew, which
plops ominously like a volcano stirring from a dormancy of a thousand
years. “Don’t remember when.”
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“Looks recent.” He turns the cork over in his hand.
“Bloody cork expert now, are you?” She throws him a sideways glance
through the steam, and he smiles at her, that sweet smile that always gets her
right in the chest. You’d better not ever bloody die, she thinks—a thought
so often passing through her head that it has now become a sort of mantra,
something she has to think daily to save his life.
He gives a vague nod of his head, amusement behind his eyes as he places
the cork carefully back into the drawer.
The front door opens, the hall floorboards creak, and for the briefest of
moments she feels the gritty unevenness of those floorboards against her
bloody cheek and hears that voice in her head; God, it was fun breaking you,
Gillian.
“Grandad.”
Ryan drops a school bag down by the leg of the dining table and claps a
hand over his grandad’s shoulder.
“What’s for dinner?”
She feels his presence behind her. She wants to turn and hug him, draw
him close and apologize for everything; for the stew, for the bad weather, for
not knowing who his father was…for being such a disappointment.
“Thought you ate at school?” she says instead.
She hears him groan, can just about make out his reflection behind her
in the window.
“Bloody salad.”
He wraps his arms around her waistline, and she swats at his wrists with
her free hand.
“Language.”
Her dad hums sympathetically from the corner of the room.
“What’s news?” she asks absently, glancing at him before turning to the
washing up in the sink.
“The usual.” He shrugs. He’s wearing the hoodie she bought him for
Christmas.
“So, no news is good news, I guess,” she says, noticing the holes in his
cuffs.
“Actually, there is a bit of news, about our hermit next-door neighbor.”
She feels the skin just above the veins in her wrist begin to buzz and she
plunges her hands into the too-hot water.
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“Vita?” She doesn’t know why she’s asking; they only have one neighbor
for miles around.
“So, what’s the news?” she prompts while Ryan nods through a gulp of
Coke from a bottle she hadn’t noticed he was holding.
“Looks like she’s got herself a girlfriend.”
Gillian is glad she’s facing the window. She waits for the sky and the
land to do their usual trick of calming her, bringing her peace. She studies
the thin band of clouds frosting the blue sky, the way the wind presses into
the long, faded grass. She squeezes the steel wool pad in her hand. Watery
brown gunk from the pot she’s been scrubbing surrenders to the drain, and
she predicts by the end of the week she’ll have to take apart the pipes again
to work out the clog. Didn’t expect her to remain on the market forever, did
you? Despite the fact that she is a middle-aged woman…a widow, a posh
bitch, a recluse…
Put like that, Gillian asks herself, why are you so keen on her, you dozy
cow?
She dries her hands with a towel and turns around. Keeping her hands
busy always settles her nerves. She can tell by the way Ryan looks at her that
he’s waiting for her to trot out some smart-arsed remark, some homophobic
putdown.
“Good,” she says softly. She clears her throat and tries it again—this time
firmer and louder, and almost convinces herself. “That’s good.”
“You meet her?” her dad asks from the dresser. He’s left the drawer open.
She stares at it, unblinking, while Ryan answers.
“Briefly. She was leaving when we showed up. They were kind of giggly
together. It was cute.”
Gillian twirls the limp, damp dish towel into a sinewy rope and attempts
to fashion a hangman’s noose out of it.
“She seems cool. Didn’t talk to her for long, but she was funny, smart.
Her name is Sacha. Works in finance or something. There was an article on
her and her family in the Courier yesterday—Clarissa was telling me; God,
I think even Clarissa likes her—anyway, family’s really posh and they set
up some new scholarship fund for, you know, ‘underprivileged students.’”
Ryan employs the good old air quotes around the phrase—a Vita sarcasm
specialty, and again Gillian suspects that he has a crush on Vita, even as she
simultaneously acknowledges the fierce irrationality of her jealousy. At this
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pathetic moment, she is even jealous of the Jeep Cherokee she sees parked in
Vita’s drive every morning, jealous of it for its close proximity to its owner,
not to mention the front seat.
Oh, Christ, you are bananas.
“Maybe you should apply,” her dad says.
“I’m not underprivileged. Right, Mum?”
Gillian hums absently.
“Mum?”
“Yeah?”
Amused, Ryan smirks. “Why are you making a noose with the dish
towel?”
Her dad propels himself from the edge of the dresser. “My cue to leave,
before she gets any ideas.”
Oh, that joke isn’t funny anymore.
“I’ll join you.” Ryan follows his grandad from the room. Gillian hears
the creak of the sofa as they sit down in the sitting room, a pause, then the
welcome murmur of the television. She fishes for her phone in the pocket of
her jeans, flicks the screen on and hits Google…This is what she has become:
someone who stalks a former shag buddy with whom she has the grave and
stupid misfortune of being in love. It’s exhausting. She yawns. After a good
ten minutes, she is finally online and hopping to the Courier’s website, where
the fluff piece on Vita’s new woman is found easily enough.
In Gillian’s mind there are two types of Englishwomen: the Roses and
the Weeds. Vita, of course, is a Rose: pale and elegant, seemingly perfect,
secretly thorny, and bitchily unrepentant when blood is drawn. She herself
is, of course, a sturdy English Weed: tough, available, and usually trampled
upon by blokes in obsessive pursuit of the Roses. Tristan alone is proof of the
paradox. When they weren’t shagging, they were drinking and talking about
Vita; a shared loathing of the same woman bonded them more than sex ever
did. But Jennifer Elena Sacheverell Easley Parmenter—Jesus Christ, Gillian
thinks, what kind of person needs five fucking names?—is a voluptuous
variation on the Weed: A bit horsy-looking but well-groomed, well-dressed,
and possessing abundant dark locks à la Nigella Lawson. Not to mention big
tits. No, she is not a common English Weed; this lady’s not for trampling.
She’s the weed that will wrap with luxurious abandon around everything
in a garden till it’s hers, that will scale the stone walls of the mansion until
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her wild garlands smother everything in sight. In the photo, she’s smiling
handsomely, about ready to burst out of her blouse, and sandwiched between
two happy teenagers and a man, whom Gillian is pretty certain she might
have shagged.
Gillian reads on. Jennifer is a CEO of a digital music company. Even
though she and her fucking ex-husband, a fucking barrister, both went to
fucking Cambridge, she fucking supported her fucking son when he wanted
to go to fucking Oxford. Her fucking father is a fucking marquis and—here
Gillian dies a little—her fucking Italian mother is a fucking “member of the
distinguished, aristocratic Milanese family” that includes the filmmaker
Luchino Fucking Visconti.
Defeated, she leans back in the chair. Sure, great. That’s just great. She
manages one final, rallying thought: Can Jennifer single-handedly replace
a toilet? Plumb in a washing machine or rewire a house? Bet not. Top that,
bitch. “Fucking slag.”
Gillian does not realize she’s said this aloud until Ryan calls loudly from
the couch: “Who’s a fucking slag?”
“The Queen.”
“Too right. Always thought she was a bit tarty with all those hats.”
She scowls, realizes her mother was right so many years ago when she
still had possession of at least a few marbles: someday you’ll have one of your
own, and they’ll be mouthing off to you the way you do to me, and you’ll be
sorry then.
She is very sorry indeed. About a lot of things, but not that.
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Unearthly
I saw an alien abduction
in the Shenandoah foothills once
wrought-iron UFOs stealing
cows from shallow gravesites
adjacent to the only fast food
restaurants in a twenty-mile radius
of a barn that sits
where cattle once grazed
where worms now
cannibalize themselves.
Saliva dripping mouth open
I wondered what their catastrophe
must have felt like
as I watched smoke from wrought-iron
burn skies turned unearthly.
Mama told me not to stay up late
so I didn’t tell a soul—now
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I find memories
in springtime dirt that moans with
each step
of calves hung every which way
in skies misting with ghosts
cows terrified in limelight.
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Alligator Ball
That night there were no bites, and the fans left disappointed. At least there
had been some contact. After a ferocious corner kick, the ball sailed through
the air for about 25 yards before it nicked one of the gator’s dorsal scutes and
burst. The synthetic leather stuck to the lizard’s scaly back and clung there
for the duration of the game. The crowd jubilated, and the gator carried on
as if nothing had happened.
After the crowd filed out and the team disappeared down the wide black
mouth of the tunnel, my colleagues and I corralled the creatures. We wore
shoes reinforced with Kevlar and carried powerful stun guns. Whistles
blaring, we pushed them into the center of the field near the midline where
the turf groaned and shuddered before it pulled apart to reveal a shallow
canal leading back to the pens. As the animals heaved themselves into the
water, the paint ran off their bodies in eddies of vibrant neon resembling
Indonesia’s Citarum River. The night’s sponsor was Coca-Cola, and the red
and white from the advertisements dissolved off the creatures’ leathery black
skin and bled together into a churning fuchsia froth.
The ball had exploded on the back of Prometheus, the largest alligator.
He lumbered past me toward the canal, and I expertly stepped over him and
straddled his body. After securing his mouth with both hands, I ordered my
colleague, Micah, to remove the soccer ball carcass. He ripped it off and held
it out to me.
“Game ball.” He chuckled.
“Keep it,” I said. “Give it to your son.”
On nights with bites, as part of my job as lead herpetologist, I had to swab the
creature’s mouth and carefully take note of which bacteria were present and
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then go down to the lab and forward a copy to the hospital where the injured
player ended up. After that, I would give the offending alligator a once-over.
There were rarely any problems with the gators. Just missing teeth. No big
loss for a creature that goes through thousands in a lifetime.
After an away player got bitten last week, he called me from South
Miami Hospital and asked if the gator that had bitten him had lost a tooth.
He wanted to keep it. Only rookies asked for that kind of thing. The alligator,
still a juvenile itself, had not lost any teeth, but I said yes and had one of
the junior herpetologists drive down to the hospital with one of our spares.
We kept boxes of them around to send alongside pamphlets to our bigspending season ticket holders to persuade them to recommit. I had given
my daughter one of Prometheus’s teeth on a little necklace made of leather
for her sixth birthday.
The gators back in their pens, I walked over to where my coworker,
Simon, was spraying one down with a hose.
“I don’t like this new paint,” he said. “The red doesn’t come off easily.
They look like they’ve got little cuts all over them.”
I saw what he meant. The red paint had worked its way deep between the
animal’s boney scales, which gave them the appearance of fingernail-islands
floating in the blood pooling from a hangnail.
“I’ll tell the guys down in branding tomorrow morning. I have to drop
off some more sedatives anyways.”
Outside the stadium, the Florida night air enveloped me in an embrace of
Ylang Ylang and car exhaust. I looked up at the night sky, but the fluorescent
light from the stadium obscured the stars. I crossed the parking lot to my
car, disturbing a confetti of discarded tickets and game programs under my
boots. I drove home fast, though not by Florida standards.
The next morning my wife braided my daughter’s hair at the breakfast
table while I combined various wilted veggies from the fridge with frozen
berries to create a dubious-smelling smoothie. My girl, Rowan, was
my spitting image with a broad, defiant face, olive skin, and hazel eyes
emphasized by burnished auburn hair. She was playing with her wiggly
tooth, twisting it almost all the way around and waiting for me to grimace. I
did this theatrically, and she squealed with delight.
“Daddy, I want my tooth on a string like you did with ’Metheus.”
“We’ll see what the Tooth Fairy can do,” I said as I winked at my wife.
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I didn’t particularly care for the folks down at branding. They were thin
and glamorous, with smooth hands, and looked curiously pale for people
who lived below the Mason-Dixon Line. They did have some damn good
artists, though. Some nights it was hard to watch the gators being rinsed
off. The advertisements were nothing special, but on nights when the artists
could showcase their own work, it was a spectacle of creative competence. A
woman named Kate checked in the sedatives. I told her about the stubborn
paint.
The tunnels that connected our two departments were covered floor
to ceiling with photographs. There were close-up pictures of the animals
themselves, reptilian eyes peering out from behind layers of paint, like
prehistoric monsters emerging from piñatas. There were pictures of players
exhibiting near-impossible feats of human endeavor. The darling of the
Miami Fire team was a forward named Magnus Aguilar. He danced across
the walls chasing balls and scoring, jumping over and dodging the alligators
with an agility that looked almost choreographed. The photo that had graced
the cover of Sports Illustrated last year took up a whole wall. In it, Aguilar, a
vision in Miami’s red and gold, resembled a matador leaping to the side of a
lunging alligator, his arm extended like a dancer’s and his body arched like
a crescent moon.
There was even a picture of me on the wall. It was from about six years
ago when I started with the team with a gator I called Pascal. I was doing a
trick called Bulldogging that came from the Seminole Indians. It was a way
of securing an alligator’s mouth so you could keep both of your hands free to
tie a rope around its snout. You had to straddle the animal and secure its jaw
by pinning it between your chin and neck. In the photo, I am smiling, pure
elation, unperturbed by moral doubt and inflated with self-importance. Had
my hair really been that red?
I arrived at the stadium early to meet with branding. With the meeting done,
I still had an hour to kill before my services were needed on the field. I
took the tunnel to the cargo elevator, went down to the basement, and burst
through the heavy metal door into the brilliant sun. The stadium edged a
swampy estuary lined with bald cypress trees and palms. I frequently took
my lunches here, lying prostrate on my back, listening to the sounds of the
distant highway and breathing in the warm wet air. I would often see wild
gators. Today I heard one before I saw it. A mother gator guarded a nest
made up of fallen palm fronds and dry reeds. Her vocalization warned me
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to keep my distance. I could barely make out her outline in the weeds. It was
becoming more difficult for me to see the creatures without their paint.
Careful not to get too close, I walked past her down to the brackish
water. A soccer ball floated at the water’s edge, tangled in roots. I touched it
with the tip of my boot, thinking back to when I used to play as a young boy.
I remembered the grass swimming beneath me as I ran, the thrill of an open
lane, and the unspoken language between my feet and brain. Elsewhere in
the world, soccer was played as it always had been. Still just eleven players on
a team, a contest based on human talent. Last year, Brazilian leagues began
using native black caiman. And here in the United States, every professional
game in MLS was played with two-dozen alligators lumbering across the
field like organic landmines. On land, they weren’t particularly fast, only
reaching speeds of about eleven miles an hour, but there were enough of
them on the field that avoiding them became a difficult task.
The implementation of gators in soccer was actually a bizarre conservation
effort and the reason I do the job. Every year, more swampland in Florida
is swallowed up by development, its wildlife and resources either expunged
or saved by someone seeking to profit off of them. The latter was the case
for the American alligator. The MLS was desperately trying to expand the
popularity of soccer in the US, and soccer, being a game of continuous play
and a single halftime in which to stuff advertisements and spectacle, was
not sufficiently exciting for American viewers. The inclusion of alligators
brought the game new life. Running, simply because human sinews can do
so exquisitely, was given a new logic. One runs because one must.
I fished the flat, slimy ball out of the murky water. I threw it up in front of
me and kicked it as it fell, sending up a spray of algae and water. I didn’t hear
where it landed. I walked back to the building, thinking about the mother
alligator guarding her eggs in the dark vegetation. People misunderstand
alligators as cold and reptilian, but crocodilians are one of only a few orders
of reptiles that care for their young after they are born. Like my wife and
I, they would never leave a newborn at the hospital to fend for herself. I
remembered Rowan’s wiggly tooth.
Back inside the building, the unmistakable rumble of game night
preparations was beginning. Tonight, the Miami Fire played some team from
the West Coast. The alligators were more active here than in other arenas,
more ornery and ill-tempered. It was as if they could sense the arbitrary
difference between themselves and their cousins just outside the stadium.
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As if domestication was just a change in condition and not in character. The
away teams hated playing here. Their alligators were colder and less restive.
Temperate rainforests didn’t produce the same agitation as the jungle, even
if the alligators came from the same original breeding stock.
Having been sedated, the gators were off in branding having their plates
and scales airbrushed green and white for Heineken. Micah emerged from
the freezer where we keep the rats and rabbits. He was about ten years
younger than me, twenty-five maybe. He looked like a wax sculpture of
Harrison Ford’s Indiana Jones. Close enough that you saw the resemblance,
but there was something out of place. He didn’t actually like soccer, which I
found endearing. I was the one that interviewed him for the job. I remember
him telling me that he understood alligators and didn’t care much for what
we did with them. I asked him why on Earth he would want to work with us.
“That’s where all of them have gone. If I’ll make more money wrassling
’em here than in the wildlife preserve in Mobile, I’ll do it.” He winked. “Also,
cheerleaders like guys who work with alligators.”
I appreciated his honesty. Most of the other guys I interviewed were
macho jocks anxious to get their hands on stun guns and nets. They wanted
to be in proximity to a blood sport and cared little about the proper treatment
of these animals.
“How much money would it take for you to eat a rat?” Micah grinned.
“More than you make,” I retorted.
We headed to the field. The canal was open, and as each animal was
finished in branding, it would be sent through. Micah and I made sure they
got fed. We did so one at a time because if they are fed together, alligators
occasionally mistakenly bite off each other’s limbs. Oddly enough, a group
of alligators is called a congregation. That is what they used to call a group
of churchgoers. In church, they called the eating of flesh 'transubstantiation.'
We herpetologists called it 'accidental cannibalism.' I bent down to a bag
on the ground and I drew out a large, frozen white rabbit which, for a
moment, I brandished in the air like a sadistic magician. The frost on the
rabbit twinkled in the dazzling morning sun, and I threw it to Prometheus.
We were around the same age. Although I’d lost some of my spryness, he
seemed more ferocious and virile with every passing year. He was eleven feet
long and weighed almost one thousand pounds. Most of the alligators were
unknown to the audience by name. The few that people knew by name were
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usually remembered for some particularly nasty act of carnage. Prometheus
had a reputation, but he was also known because he was so strikingly and
horrifically beautiful.
This was the second home game in a row, and it would be followed by a
long weekend. I planned to take Rowan and Sophie out on the pontoon boat.
I looked forward to meeting nature where it could be itself. The artifice of
turf was beginning to nauseate me.
It was the second weekend of June, and the stadium was completely sold
out. Kids were out of classes and the tourists had descended upon Miami.
The players were introduced first as holograms, their effigies outlined in blue
lasers a story high. Then the flesh-and-blood players would run out onto
the field, and the holograms would turn into sparks. It was hard to be a
disenchanted cynic when faced with such spectacle. I watched from behind
the players’ seats, there as the representative of the adversary, and the players
regarded me with solemnity.
Twenty minutes in, a midfielder from Washington headed the ball and
staggered backward. As he stood there regaining his equilibrium, a massive
gator began moving quickly toward him from behind. Unable to collect
himself in time, the player fell to his knees. The gator lurched forward and
plunged his teeth into the player’s calf. Immediately, the ref blew his whistle,
and two medics and a handler ran onto the field with a stretcher. The handler
used a long, sharpened metal spike to prod the alligator’s sensitive snout until
it finally let go. The bite force of an alligator is around two thousand pounds
per square inch, and unless it bites or feels threatened, there is little that one
can do to open its mouth. I carefully wrote down the alligator’s number.
The player, howling, was carried off the field and replaced by another. Only
seconds of stoppage time were added. The crowd shrieked in ecstasy and
fear.
The halftime show was fire dancing, with a fire eater who traversed a
tightrope over a handful of gators. A live band accompanied his progress
with a frantic rhythm.
Our team was winning. We had scored in the commotion after
Washington’s player went down. We were completely in control, claiming
about 80 percent of the possessions. Aguilar was on fire. His feet hardly
seemed to touch the ground.
As I turned to say something to my colleague next to me, I heard a
gasp. Not just from her, but from a stadium of people whose breath left
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their mouths like the shriek of steam. It was a sound of dread and surprise
unlike any I’d heard before. I snapped my eyes back to the field. Aguilar
was sprawled on his back with his ankle twisted unnaturally beneath him.
Prometheus’s tail, camouflaged by the green of the turf, had whipped around
and caught him off-guard. Screaming began from the stands around me as
it appeared that Aguilar was in shock. He lay on the ground perfectly still,
mouth frozen in a silent yell. Previously invulnerable, Aguilar confronted
mortality in the smile of an ancient lizard. Prometheus lurched forward and
sank his teeth into Aguilar’s thigh.
A torrent of blood, the same brilliant red as his uniform, rushed from
Aguilar’s leg in a forceful stream that signaled the puncture of the femoral
artery. The Megatron displayed the carnage in dreadfully high definition. I
couldn’t tell which of the hundreds of cameras surrounding the stadium was
broadcasting the image. The woman next to me was wailing, “turn off the
cameras!” over and over. Her scarlet lipstick smeared across her teeth as she
screamed. A child behind me began throwing popcorn towards the field as
his mother tried to cover his eyes. The field blurred and swam before my eyes
until I could no longer make out the shape of the alligators. A few Miami
players ran towards where Aguilar and Prometheus lay tangled together,
but they dropped to their knees when they saw that there was nothing to
be done. Handlers ran onto the field in an attempt to round up the other
alligators.
I rose to my feet and began to run toward the field. I forgot what I
was yelling. Panicking, Simon pressed the button that opened the canal,
directly underneath Prometheus. Prometheus and Aguilar, locked together,
rolled into the crack. The water around them turned red. Prometheus began
a death roll, somersaulting his body in a bone-crushing contortion. When
I had reached the side of the field, Simon was desperately trying to catch
my attention. Our eyes met, and I nodded grimly. He pressed the button
again and the two plates of turf began shutting again. The canal walls closed
in around Prometheus and though I turned away, I remember hearing a
horrible crunch like the sound of stepping on a large cockroach on a tile
floor. The cameras had stopped rolling. There was a deafening silence.
After Aguilar’s body had been taken away, I sat for a long time with what
was left of Prometheus. This was the most relaxed I had ever been around
him. I ran my fingers over the grooves on his corpse. His outer eyelids were
open, but the translucent film of his nictitating membranes was closed,
which gave his eyes a milky mournfulness.
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The problem with a contingency was that there was no easy answer for what
to do after. The next few hours were ones I had never imagined I would
need to prepare for. I talked with people I didn’t recognize for what felt like
days. The first chance I had to escape, I took. I rode the cargo elevator to the
basement and left through the back door. I stumbled out into the evening air
and was sick against the side of the building. I realized I was crying.
I ambled toward the water and cypress grove.
I was surprised to encounter Micah down at the water’s edge. He
produced a flask from his back pocket and handed it to me. We contemplated
the water as dusk swallowed us up.
“I think I might move back to Mobile,” he said.
“That sounds nice,” I replied. “Maybe I’ll come, too.”
I looked toward the patch of vegetation where the mother gator was. I
heard nothing but stillness.
“Micah. Would you help me with something?”
In the end, we couldn’t get them all outside. There were thirty of them and
two of us. To move the ones over seven hundred pounds you would need
a forklift, and all we had were pulleys and crates that we pilfered from the
lab. We were able to release twelve of them. The cargo elevator ran all night.
Up and down. We released them as we went. We tore the tape off of their
snouts and stepped out of the way. The animals would lumber out into the
darkness and pause. Each time, I feared that they wouldn’t move, that they
would just stand there on the lawn until we were all discovered. Then they
would hesitantly begin to walk to the water’s edge. They scrambled over the
roots and reeds and through cypress trees until they disappeared down the
muddy bank and into the great beyond. The morning air was already thick
with humidity. I stood there breathing heavily and surveying the expanse
of still water before me. Except for a soccer ball floating a few meters out,
nothing broke the surface.
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In Which You're A
Spineless Monolith
Is happiness enough?
Read me before bed
as if each rib you turn
might erect your spine
for the first time.
Manage my love
with that desolate tongue
each word nothing more
than damp flint.
To see a stone unfurl
would mean to break
careful illusion, precedent
of terrain unexplored.
I like to believe
some other monolith
might have tools
like teeth
or hearts
to graze fertile ground.
In this bed, I know
an Ice Age hearkens.
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To Earn Garden Merit
I’ve shuffled hats all morning to unearth identity / ignored mom’s calls. Only
the coral fit. Chrys. Outside there is grass still damp from night. It stains my
feet as I run among wolves dressed in their Sunday best / stained napkins
folded on their laps like blood-caked muzzles. Chrys. Fingers snap outside
morning glory windows / a tower was a boundary before there was a word
for this specter. Halt at attention / unlock the lock / root in concrete. Outside
there is grass still damp from night too limp to stand / too quiet to summon
the sun from behind my tower. Chrys. Concrete mummifies memory in
ways plants cannot / its photosynthesis sans sun, never the proper shade.
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Last Scene
The movie actress at the end of the world visits the set of her last movie. It’s
not a set, actually. It’s a town like all the others. The director promised the
locals roles as extras if their look was suitable. The movie actress remembers
looking out her motel window and seeing them lined up around the corner.
There are houses with dark windows and two grocery stores, right
across the street from one another, just like she remembers, and a bank with
plywood over the places window glass would be. The movie actress has a
shotgun and a machete. The machete is a gift from a costar who had been in
several action films.
It’s real, he promised, and the weight of it in her hand was as heavy as the
heft of his breath on her neck.
The shotgun is just a shotgun.
When she made movies, the movie actress did rom-coms, mostly. She
was never the romantic lead, never the girl in love. She was always the girl
who got left.
Before the movie actress became a movie actress, she answered phones for a
mattress company. She would let the phone ring once and then a half a time
again, then answer: Hello, this is Such and Such Mattress Company, how
may I direct your call?
The movie actress always asked, how may I direct your call, the movie
actress hates the sound of a ringing phone. She is glad at the end of the world
for the quiet.
Once she answered the phone, how may I direct your call, and the man
on the other line said, I don’t know, and she said again, how may I direct
your call, and he said, can’t I just talk to you, and she said, what, and he
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didn’t say anything, and she didn’t say anything, and they just stayed on the
line, breathing together, in, out, in, in, out, until the movie actress hung up
when her supervisor walked by.
The movie actress wonders if that man is still alive at the end of the world, if
he would still like to talk.
The movie actress thinks she would like someone to talk to.
In the rom-coms, the movie actress was always very demanding, always
putting her career first. She wasn’t the sort to give it all up for love. She wore
Scarlet-dark lipstick and pinned-back hair and her feet went snip-snapsnip down linoleum in pointed little heels. When the man chose the other
woman, it was always a relief.
The audience thought: What was he ever doing with her?
At the end of the world, there is a silence like a heavy blanket. The movie
actress misses the hum of electricity, the wing-whisper of small birds taking
flight. At night, she opens up empty cars and sleeps in their back seats. The
falling shut of the door behind her is the loudest thing in the world.
The movie actress used to be more cautious. She locked herself in her
apartment laundry room with her shotgun and machete and twelve cans of
chili beans. She slept on her neighbors’ piles of laundry, dragged the dryer
in front of the door. When people banged on it, she wouldn’t let them in,
crouched in the corner with her hands over her ears. She ate her beans cold
and with her fingers, she wrapped herself in 12B’s fitted sheets, she recited
lines from her old movies, she rocked back and forth, back and forth.
In one of the rom-coms, the woman she was left for was supposed to be
her best friend. The movie actress was supposed to play the breakup scene
magnanimously, he’s better off with you, you two are perfect together. The
fingers of her left hand twisted, twisted, twisted. The director called cut every
time, make me believe it.
The movie actress looked past him, past the camera, into the buzz-bright
lights, how could I make anyone believe that?
After the movie actress left her laundry room, she went out onto the street.
It was empty and quiet all around.
Is everyone dead, she said, is everyone dead.
She spun around and around in the middle of the street. It felt like the
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last scene in a movie, not the one she ever got to play, that moment where
the leads come together, they give in to their feelings, they kiss for days and
days. She spun like the camera circling their faces.
The movie actress thought of the man on the phone, how he said, can’t I
just talk to you, how he really meant, I don’t want to be alone, how he meant,
don’t leave me, how she listened to the sound of his breath on the phone,
how it echoed hers.
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Only Bones
spring brings
flattened piles of brown
		
leaves winter failed
to fragment
carcasses of summer last
		
joined by others
too—a rabbit by
my neighbor’s lawn
		is beyond
recognition except
tuft of white at one end
		mangled ear
at the other
revealed by melted snow
		
meat and innards gone
only bones
left prodding
		
under brittle skin
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Of Prairie
Grind the plains with mortar, pestle
and give pigment to my body: for flush
of cheeks, find petals of bush-clover, then
switchgrass for my eyes. Mash coneflower
centers into soil to paint my hair, add
larkspur for its shimmer. Pair bluestem
stalks with yarrow buds, layer thickly
for my flesh. My teeth are made of aster,
my lips: bergamot dulled. To form
my bones, sagewort won’t do, grab
handfuls of yellow instead: goldenrod,
hawkweed, sunflowers, flax. Want
my insides to be amber, to come
alive in setting sun.
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Wealth in Its Own Words
Some of my earliest memories are of my past lives. Once, I was a sacred
circle in the Earth. I stained the soles of bare feet with my soil, and soaked in
the wine that was spilled as they danced.
Once, I was the muscle and bone in the body of a man. With him I lifted
wood and rock as he built a home for his master in a city of stone.
Once, I was a tree that grew thick and green in the spring. I stretched out
from every twig and branch, and hung my fruit low for outstretched hands
to reach.
But perhaps we should start with the day I was coined. I’d begin by
saying: Once, I was a flat sheet of silver…Then, a round shadow loomed
large above and I felt the cool touch of iron beneath me.
My back was pressed up against the grooves…of a mould? A mask? Was it
the face of a god that I touched? But there was no time to decide. I was hit
by a force like the hammer of fate, and I had a vision of days past: I’d been
pulled from the earth as a nugget of ore—I’d been heated until I was hot, and
I melted—I was shaped as I cooled—I was bound to a body in the shape of
a disk.
As I reeled, dizzy and confused, a man seized and held me up to the
light. But as he turned me in his fingers and inspected me, I was oddly numb
to the touch of his skin. In fact, I felt numb all around; my mind and body
seemed strained and stretched, as if they were being weighed on at some
other, unseen end.
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Then I felt it again: the shadow, iron and hammerblow. A second coin
had been struck, I knew, and it was also me…or I was put into it. I felt myself
split, and I screamed aloud—but there was only the cold, brazen sound of
metal on metal.
I stared at the man who had been holding me. I called out to him for
help; I cried out for him to save me. I thought that if he tightened his grip, or
took me away, I might still get out in one or two pieces. But the sparks of the
hammers flashed again, and again, and into each of these new pieces I was
split and then hardened.
The colours drained from the man’s eyes. The weight of each coin grew
lighter, as if my spirit were being diluted in space. It seemed to me that I was
growing in number; and as I did so, my presence in the world was divided
up and diminished.
The sweet scent of the man’s breath had vanished. The pulse that I’d felt
under his fingers went quiet. And as I counted my presence in a thousand
new coins, I realized that these fading impressions of him were merely the
traces of memories.
For he had already gone. Hours had passed. Days, weeks, months. I’d
lost all sense of time. In the end it was only the outline of the man’s face that
endured, as if it were a stain on my open eyes; and there, carved with it, was
the word they used then for KING.
This, then, was the man in whose image I’d been made. The image in
which I’d been minted. I explored it in the dark: the eyes and nose, the
round of the head, and the hair. All of them die cut in my faces, as if they
were tattoos shaped in scar tissue; wounds that I would later examine while
locked up in the chests that were buried deep in his vaults.
What he did not keep for himself he let trickle down to his people. And as
coins I changed hands from merchant to merchant. I was piled up in the
caves of hideaways, or I scaled cliffs in the saddles of horses. I was dropped
in the sand of a beach across an ocean and was immediately forgotten.
But I saw these things only as mute and stilted pictures. Fragments of a
half-remembered dream.
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It was the same with my visions of the King. There he was, on his throne.
And I was there too, in places: listening in bags, or looking through holes in
pockets; emptied on the floor, or else stacked high on tables. But my image
of his throne room was no less like a mirage than the others: muffled, airy,
unreal. Life seen only as the shadows of shifting leaves.
And yet it was on those echoes of the King that I spent all my energy. All
else—all the hints of a world away from him—flitted past, were ignored by
me. I let them disperse like warm breath on a winter’s day.
For he alone was magnetic.
But why? Was it that he had the most of me? That he had made me? That
he, more than anyone, seemed to desire me the most for what I’d become?
How I soon yearned to be closer to him; to be needed; to be the water in
his basin, washing the dirt from his face and running through his hair. Yet I
knew there was no going back—not to the fields, nor the rivers.
So I prayed that he’d at least want to hold me; that he’d scoop me up in his
hands and fill his pockets with me. I begged for him to run a chain through
me and hang me as a necklace on his chest, or else melt me down and wear
me as a ring on his finger. Together we’d be a gem of glimmering glory, a
silver and gold-clad king dazzling from our seat.
But he never even felt the need to touch me. I was a dead thing, after all.
A mere means to an end.
There were two sides to me, though. Heads: I was fixated on my King, my
creator, from where he had imprinted his picture. Tails: I found that I could
remember.
For the shape he had put there—as if he had snapped a branch from my
past to thrust back in my face as a thorn—was that of a tree. “Wood, root,
and fruit,” I heard myself say. I reflected light that shone on one tree, then
another; spreading light on all the trunks, stems, and leaves that I had once
inhabited.
But the light stopped on one tree and lit it up entirely. Yes, yes—it was
coming back to me now: the thing that he had marked indelibly on my body.
Once, I’d inhaled the salty air where I had grown in the grove by the sea,
where I had been that one olive tree.
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At first I could not bear the insult, the cruel coincidence of his choice.
Did he not know he had ripped me from the earth? Had he enjoyed casting
my former self upon me? I cursed the King, but even as I did so I reveled in
the past he seemed to have given me.
The tree, yes, but also the olives. Olives that had been stored away and
counted; others that were swapped, in a barter; more still that were bathed
in the brine of a jar; and of course, the ones picked and eaten fresh from the
very branches. These were the memories that shone brightest in my mind.
But coins weren’t to be eaten—no. They were put away, kept secret,
abandoned.
He only cherished me, I soon realised, the more that he had of me; he and
every other man who got his hands on me. They only wanted me for my
smooth, metalline body. It wasn’t just that I’d been dressed up in silver: it was
that I did what they wanted, that I was easy. Every part of me had the same
appeal. It was what they could count on their fingers—“I’ve had this many”
or “I have that many”—and use in whichever way they pleased. What did it
matter how I felt?
But I did not want to be treasured. I wanted to be loved. Loved? I mean
valued of course; but not for my hold over others.
To the King I was still a dead and silent thing; but the sound of coins
clinking was my voice saying no. For years, time simply flitted and drifted;
but now I was waking up to the days and hours.
Warmth and colour and flavour came back to me. I was on a ship rocking
on the water. I could smell the fire in the hearth of his halls. And I could see
that there were wrinkles; wrinkles in the corners of the eyes of the King.
The King. Toward him I bent all that was left of my will. I caught the
light; I flashed and reflected in his eyes. I laughed aloud when I dropped to
the floors of his court, and I filled his nose with the metallic scent of wealth. I
started wars that would cost him dearly, then I found him in his dreams and
whispered money, power, glory into his ears.
And what did you do, my sweet King, my saviour? Why, you dragged my
every coin back to the mint. And there you threw me back in the furnace,
where I scorched and melted in the embers of my birth hole.
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How you defiled me. How you mixed me up with baser metals: tin,
copper, zinc, or nickel. Silver run through with brass, like oil on water. I felt
nothing when, as I cooled, you hammered your face back into mine. It was
the same face, after all, into the same shape. But it was not the same metal.
I watched as you smiled and rubbed your hands together, becoming
richer and richer. You were unchanged—would claim these new coins were
no rarer than pebbles.
'Debasement' is the technical term they have for this now; but it was my
soul as well as my worth that you brought down. My precious-metal heart
was soiled, and I feared anew for my future. Was there a chance I’d go on
living, but without my pure body to attract you? That I’d keep being used,
but as nothing more—to you—than a chip or token?
Yet it was my wish. The flames in the furnace were only as hot as my zeal,
and, as I watched your face rise up in the fire, I told us both that it was worth
it and watched as you spread my silver thinner and thinner. I would wait
until at last each of my coins would be worthless.
And what would happen to us then? You’d be suddenly poor and in
danger. Would you melt me down as I’d hoped? Make me into a sword or
your next suit of amour? I would kill for you or I’d feel your skin against
mine, and we could be together properly. Maybe, if I were lucky, you’d take
me all the way back: to the tree, or the earth, or the worker’s body.
“Olive, olive,” I said, losing consciousness—as if this were a charm to
soothe the harm I’d done to my body.
There in the darkness I dreamed of how you would hold me. I was a fruit
and it was you who plucked, squeezed, and ate me. The grip of your fingers
felt like two arms around my back, and when I reached the tips of your lips,
I knew that you kissed me; that your breath was a whisper in my ear, on a
moonlit early morning. I can still recall the thrill of your teeth on my skin,
of your bite.
But when I had been chewed and was at last on the brink of being
swallowed—the moment that I should have disappeared into you—I was
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woken by the sound of voices. I felt lighter and more alive than in all the
years I guessed we had spent together. Had I come to my senses? Was I free
at last?
I wondered whether I was a grape, or an olive, or a sip of drinking water.
Would I be swirled around in saliva and rolled up on the soft, wet bed of a
tongue? But even as I had these thoughts, I felt the hard, round surface of a
coin; and of course it was mine, or I was in it.
It was then that I felt the mouth as it really was: as cold and as still as
my own circumference. The tongue was stiff, dry, and lifeless. There was the
sound, but it did not come from within. Voices were murmuring a name I
knew well.
The King. The King is dead. May the gods bless the King.
I’d finally made it to the mouth of my maker, but only as his body was
hardening in death. I was only there to pay.
And for what? There was, I knew, no lake to cross in the underworld.
There was no one standing at the shore to take me as fare.
How long had it been? How long had it taken me to drive that forgery of
my spirit—my price—into the ground? How long? I asked, knowing that all
I could do was weep as the cold body of my King was set alight.
But I was not there to see him burn; no ashes to ashes. I was pulled back
to every other coin, just as they were being swept up by new hands, by the
hands of his sons, and thrust into sacks bound for the mint.
There I was remade in that cursed sterling silver, or else in solid gold.
The face they printed was a new one, and it came with the name of the new
king; but my cell was the same, and I was instantly put back to use.
Round and round it went, from that day on, in that same pattern. Life as
coin for whoever had made me; my spell on them, a disaster of my making,
and my spirit broken—until at last I’d open my eyes, ten or twenty or a
hundred years later, with two new sides in metal, paper, plastic, and metal
again.
These days I always keep a coin in my pocket. I run the grooves of its pattern
over the ridges of my fingertips, thinking how far I have come but how much
more I have to do. I've nearly done away with it all before. I have many more
sides; more faces, and more memories.
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Now the door is opened for me. I step outside and I feel the sun on my
face. I remind myself that it has never been enough—that none of it will ever
be enough. Not until I've crashed the whole thing. Not until I’ve shown my
King that I am priceless.
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Weeping Madonna //
Anatomical Venus
They placed her like a guard at the side of the church,
fully clothed, only her face bared to the throngs
who gathered by her feet and whispered prayers into the stone.
They made themselves parodies of her child, sprawling
under her gaze. Her ears were stoppered with plaster cloth,
but it was her stare they wanted, imagining her kind silence.
When they come, her tears are called miracles, frauds,
mysteries. She was only painting her cheeks herself,
a river of red on either side to offset the blue. It didn’t sting
any more than the clawing in her head, a dove scratching
at the inside of her sealed mouth, aching for song. Silenced,
always. Each miraculous tear of paint a single note.
//
They made a perfect woman, one they could peel apart
in layers. Placed hinges on puckered skin so
they could look inside, into the depths of a waxwork womb
or stomach. Fashioned babies from candles. Curled
their tiny fingers around her veins, practiced
scooping them apart, getting better every time.
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Her eyes were painted closed, chin demurely inclined
like she was simply sleeping while they played.
And it was only the children, creeping close to the glass,
who heard the tiny beat of a wing in her slashed chest,
or witnessed the faintest stirring of hair, as if
she had clutched at the breeze with her frozen fingers.
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Mycelium
Got into the office and had a coffee or two, then got down to the business
of thinking about mycelium. Seems a better use of my time than emails,
picturing those tiny strands, the way they reach out to one another.
I
remember reading Plath on mushrooms once—so many of us! so many of
us!—like the thrill of holding a woman’s hand in a dark cinema. Remember
too sitting with my back against the upstairs window,
the joy of
knowing that she had seen what I see in those little armies. The breeze was
soft against my ear and I knew I would only have to lean back a little, disturb
the balance,
and I would be food for them. Food in this great grand
circle, travelling along the strands as a message,
my essence as words,
only had to tip the edge...
I didn’t, of course. But I thought about it again as I slunk along
the tube this morning, and again now, and my coffee is as cold as that
window breeze
and not half as exciting.
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Steps of Service
Waitress: A waiting-maid, handmaid
You’re about seventeen and are tired of asking your mother to loan you
money—a $5 bill here, a $20 bill there. For the movies, you tell her, for a
new spaghetti strap tank top. You get the money and instead buy UV Blue,
Djarum Blacks, and more friendship bracelet string. You won’t tell The Boy
that you smoked them just to show off. You ask your mother what kind of
job to get. You think about Hy-Vee, American Eagle, or the Midcontinent
Public Library. She insists you work in the service industry just like she did
for fifteen years. She tells you that you’re beautiful, that with those looks you
can make more money than $8.70 an hour. You don’t need any more clothes
anyway, she says.
You start out as a hostess at Karma, an Italian restaurant. You at first only
work during the weekends on breaks while a senior in high school, but by
the next summer, you become a part-time server. You then, through your
mom’s friend, get hired as a cocktail waitress at a rooftop bar at the Country
Club Plaza. After, it’s a rundown college bar where you bartend and serve,
stretching yourself thin. A few bars in your hometown come later. At some
places, you’re forced to wear a tight black dress. Short, but not too short.
At others, leggings and a T-shirt are okay, but you’ll get more money if the
T-shirt is tight. No matter where you work, each place emphasizes certain
steps of service you should follow to give your guest the most pleasurable
experience.
1. Greet Your Guests and Take Their Beverage Order
The goal is to give each guest “personal care and attention” even if you’re
most likely doing the same thing for each of your tables. You’re attentive
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and greet them within the first minute. In that first minute you should have
an idea as to what type of guests they are. If They Wear Cowboy Boots,
They’ll Have a Quiet Night, Busch Light Tall Cans. Mid-Forties Women
Will Demand Cosmos and By the End of the Night, You’ll Know All About
Jessica, That Bitch. If They Ask You to Pick a Drink for Them, They are
Trying to Show Off, Be Daring, But They Probably Just Haven’t Acquired a
Drinking Palette. If It’s a Group of Guys, Always Flirt Back Because It Could
Mean a Higher Tip.
Your therapist tells you that you’re attracted to the bold and intense
types, so when the guy at a bar comes up to you and makes a comment
about how your ass looks with the cropped shirt, you find it flattering. Your
therapist explains the bold ones usually end up hurting you. You think about
the boring ones—there’s not much to think. The guy who talked about your
shirt tries to make out with you by your car at the end of the night. He’s a
regular, so you can’t say much.
You know The Boy only wants someone to take back to the hotel on
summer nights. At first, you wanted this too. And The Girl. She keeps telling
you about her exes and FaceTimes you three times a day and you tell yourself
she’s just being really open, that no, it’s not a red flag. You start to feel more
like a therapist instead of someone she actually wants to get to know. You
keep answering until she decides she needs to heal on her own. Make sure
to ask them what they want and give it to them. If they insist, introduce
yourself.

Server: One who serves or ministers to the requirements of another.
2. Appetizer and Entrée Order
After a few minutes, you return with their drinks in hand. You smile,
set one down in front of each guest. You ask if they want to start out with
an appetizer. If they ask you for a suggestion, you always choose the more
expensive one. You say that you’ve tried it even though you haven’t. They’ll
take your word for it. If they don’t want one, you ask what they would like for
their entrée. If it’s a salad, you ask if they want to add chicken. If they order
house chips, you ask if they want cheese. If they ask you for your number,
you give it to them. You ignore the wedding ring. You feel good when they
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text you, but you don’t text back. Make sure you repeat what they said back
to them for confirmation. As you turn the corner, you spy the grandpa at
table thirty-seven checking you out.
You think that sometimes it feels good to be wanted. You hang out with
The Boy and tell him all the places you’re headed, even if you don’t know
where that is yet. When he tells you about HAIM and Broods you tell him
you’ve heard a few of their songs. You haven’t. He tells you that your taste in
music is too mainstream, so you make a point to listen to other things, more
underground. You start wearing more baggy and neutral colored clothes
when you notice The Girl wears mostly sweatpants and AF1’s. When The
Girl apologizes for talking so much you brush it off and tell her you liked
listening to her.
You think that sometimes it feels good to be needed.
3. Check Back
Don’t take more than two minutes to check back on the table otherwise
they will feel forgotten. You eagerly ask them if you can get them anything
else. If they say everything is fine, you smile, say Great, and walk away. If
something isn’t right, you do whatever you can to alleviate the situation.
They text you and you wait a few minutes to reply. You should seldom
double text back and if you do, you will probably spend two hours
overthinking it. You keep it light on the emojis but your heart races. If you
sense something’s wrong, then it probably is and then you have two options:
either ignore the feeling or do what you can to fix it. You tend to ignore the
feeling. So, you ask your best friends for advice; you most likely tell your
therapist about it. You may even talk to your mom about it over two or three
or four glasses of wine. She then asks you If they don’t need you, why do you
want to be needed by them? Rhetorically, of course.

Hostess: A woman who lodges and entertains guests.
4. Manicuring and Presetting
You’re always there if they need you, but not too available, a fine line. You
check drink levels and look for empty dishes. You see a wet spot on the table,
grab the napkins, apologize for not getting them sooner. You don’t want
them asking you for anything—you should already know what they need.
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Though you’re just hanging out, be sure to give The Boy regular
massages—he complains about being sore from work even though you
can’t imagine how he can be sore from his office job. You wonder why he
doesn’t just ask Can we fuck instead. You wonder why you don’t ask him to
finish you off. This is your job, remember. You’re embarrassed to tell your
friend the last time someone finished you off manually was when you were
seventeen. Give them a pleasurable experience. They don’t care if your back
is hurting or that you’re clocked in at twelve hours for the day.
5. Present Check
People are rarely dessert people. Oh, we’re too full, they chuckle. You ask
how they want the check split up. You tell them endearingly, Take your time,
and There’s no rush. In reality, it’s the service industry in America and there’s
always a rush—you just don’t want them to think that. You give them a few
minutes, grab the checkbook, and run the card. You walk back to the table
and set the book down.
You tell them to have a good [insert time of the day here] and thank
them for coming in. You don’t stop the service even though they have paid
their bill—instead you keep refilling, keep clearing. They eventually leave
and you wonder what you could have done better. You think 18 percent
was decent but not the best you’ve done. You remember when they made
a sexual innuendo toward you. You wanted to laugh it off, but instead you
mumbled something and walked away. You displeased them.
A new table then fills their place. You wonder how to make this one like
you. You swipe ‘Left’ more than you do ‘Right.’ You have a few conversations
here and there, but most of them bore you. You walk by your table and a
47-year-old man standing by the bar asks you, Have you ever been with
someone older before?
You haven’t heard from them in months, but you keep checking and
re-checking your phone. Keep logging on and off of social media hoping
for what? You replay the conversations in your head, thinking things would
have gone differently had you said one thing instead of the other. You know
it won’t make a difference, but you keep thinking about it anyway. You know
you probably won’t see them again, but you sort of hope they’ll come back. A
good review taped on the back of the door at work—that’s all you can ask for.
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6. Forget the Harassment. You Got the Tip.
Your manager asks you multiple times if you want to start bartending.
No, you don’t. With serving, you can walk away from a table at any time.
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Takotsubo
In 1991, there was a paper published in Japan. There were some researchers who detailed
what was called Takotsubo's cardiomyopathy. So, basically, someone will have some sort of
extreme emotional, stressful event. Something will happen to them or around them…or
some physical stress…but emotional captured the public imagination.
—Sawbones: A Marital Tour of Misguided Medicine, "Broken Heart Syndrome"

I know I'm just an armchair human being.
Okay, an octopus. And as such can't imagine
a stomach that looks how yours must,
pink and heaving like some small version of myself.
Let alone filling the pit of one with tomato juice
and dried amaranth to try and stave off a grief.
And how would you even slice pomegranates,
give them your name with such little dexterity?
How could you hand-bury sorrow
with your so few appendages?
And yet, though I am but cephalopod,
only humble head and feet, may I be bold
enough to say that I do know a slice of your pain?
For I, too, swam into a hole that felt safe
and hidden away only to find myself unprotected,
brought by stick and sound into a dangerous world
too exposed to light and far too waterless.
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Like you, I thrashed and fought and octangled
with my captor and came away, yes, conqueror
of death. But those of us who survive, you and me,
we are not victors. We are changed, different
in degrees of form and function. An echo that resounds
in color, an incomplete camouflage when we try to appear
as lichen-covered rock and find ourselves polluted by a green pot.
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Foundation, Summer 2002
You could line those 1,347 birds up, specimen after specimen, sequentially, year by year.
You could just see it. See how bad the air was and when and get a sense of how dark the
skies must have been to darken those birds so.
—The Memory of Palace, "1,347 Birds"

they call it a party but it isn't
it's daytime in our dining room
I'm as bored as all twelve-year-olds
and my mother's selling makeup
the woman above her in the pyramid
scheme arranges an arsenal of eye shadow
and moisturizer the framed print
of floral teapots over her shoulder
pink walls multiply inside
the china cabinets depression glass
casting skin falsely rosy as our salmon
spokeswoman clears her throat
she passes around the grainy printout
like a collection plate a copy of a copy
a magazine drained of gloss a national
geographic photograph you'd know if you saw it
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another twleve-year-old back in 1984
an Afghan girl draped in a crimson scarf
the palette festive in the rips
that show eyes of her emerald dress
her stare dares the camera and aI wonder
why sh's here because she wears no makeup
because her eyes stand out from naked lips
an undifferentiated face like mine in the morning
because she is beautiful maybe
that thing we're all here trying to be
the second photo is a magic trick sleight of hand
reveal the same girl transfigured into weathered womanhood
and now she has a name Sharbat and this is what happens
when you don't protect your skin she didn't wear foundation
over her two selves they preach its glories
they say that a blended mask will shield me
from the dirt and grime that time would leave
and hide the red in my cheeks green under my eyes
like a fence it will make good neighbors
of my skin and the world I lean forward
and listen enraptured by the promise
of beauty eternal beauty at all
the horror I feel for that moment
she must have felt it in double
that eager rural whiteness knows nothing
of the world's markings, nothing of a life in her photo
nothing of refugees and child brides
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of worry and despair and displacement the war
was on television in the other room it would be on
long enough for boys I knew to grow and die in it
the rose women didn't know couldn't predict
how the birds extracted from drawers at the history museum
would tell the story of a year in feather how the particles
flecking white underbellies held truth
how with only trace lines where I laugh and anger
I am the same age as the second photo now
I wonder where they'll find my historical record
when my face has been so clean and daily
disappeared into a cloth in front of my mirror
what will they say of me and where I came from
if in my grave they sweep my cheek trying to record
the dirt and come away with nothing.
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To Shimla, from Madrid
And all unseen Romance brought up the nine-fifteen.
—Rudyard Kipling, September 1984
The memory of Kipling’s Shimla has followed me to this most comforting,
quaint little tea room. Mr. Ruskin Bond’s words begin to refurbish the buff
walls of the lonely corner with the coos and whistles of the nine-fifteen, the
quail of a passing leopard, the stillness of the Himalayas where everything
is set in motion.
The cinnamon tea is warm, the oatmeal cookie waiting for a succession
of sips and dunks thoughtfully crafted such that the last sip coincides with
the last bite, maintaining the crispness of the meal, the warmth of the cup,
the mood of the reader. Whether this series ends in tea or cookie is according
to the whim of the reader, but it is a most conclusive decision. Shimla, in
the story, is infused with color, much like its houses of pink, purple, yellow,
sky blue, and pale green that seem to ascend right to the top of the garhwal
Himalayas. With that in place, I allow myself to go back in time and be in
a room with memories of my childhood, where Shimla would be a ringing
mention—on a train from Delhi, being belted to my seat next to my beaming
grandmother, the saying of goodbyes and the beginning of subtle jitters as
the train left the platform, freshly cooked cutlets with raw peas and soggy
fries so definitive of the Shatabdi Express, the endless exchange of stories
interspersed with intermissions of silent glances out the window as we sped
through farms and fields of gold, the occasional interruption of tea hawkers
at small platforms and mini journeys made to small stations along the way
to stretch our backs from the prolonged sitting.
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It is funny how people are woven together with nothing but memory. I
wonder if it sparks up my grandmother’s mind when I think about her, even
in this crazy city that I know nothing of. I am only certain of the passing
smiles and the gentle demeanor of the barista, or should I say, young tea
aficionado, who is trying hard to grasp my distinctive taste in tea as I keep
coming here, week after week, in search of something I am myself not sure
of.
“Anything else, ma’am?”
“Nothing.” I pause, looking around. “Wait, a glass of water, por favor.”
The slightest of conversations can bring you back to right now, from
musing states that can be oddly discomforting to the mind. In the brief time
that has passed, a fiftyish woman has occupied the chair in front of my own
and is perhaps bothered by the lack of food items served in this place. Part
of me wants to go to her and tell her the carrot cakes served here are, quite
practically, half lunch.
Some people make a game out of the stopping train, getting off at twominute stations and jumping back up from the platform only after the horn
has blown and the engine is getting ready to catch speed. These kids then run
back to the nearest gangway connection and speed through compartments
before making it to their seats. I can never dare to do that, but observing
this game is becoming part of the railway routine, owing to the number of
halts between Delhi and Shimla. The rest of the time is spent listening to my
grandmother talk about her friend’s house and all the wonderful things we
would enjoy there, and me interrupting her soliloquy with hundreds of tiny
questions. The scenery quietly dissolves a plethora of fields with little huts
in their centers into low-lying mountains and passes through the valley. The
flora shoots up from grains of corn and rice to tall conifers and birches, the
fauna from cows and hens to thickly-clad mountain goats and serows.
Back home, my clothes have finished their cycle around the washing machine
and are ready to be helped out. I place Mr. Bond back on the makeshift
bookshelf in my living room. It is only 8 p.m., meaning it would be 12:30
a.m. back in Delhi. Following this nearly instantaneous calculation in my
head, I give grandmother a call. To my surprise, she picks it up in two rings.
“Kaisi hai, guddiya?”
(How are you, child?)
I jam my phone between my ear and my shoulder as I begin hanging
the dripping clothes on the drying rack. The empty room is flooded with
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conversations about home and work; somewhere in the middle, I remind
her how I love the part where the Shatabdi Express disappears into the
kilometer-long Barog tunnel only to re-emerge into the broad mountain
sunlight.
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The Question of What to Do
with a Body
I was freshly twenty-one when I learned how loud the snapping of bones
can be. It has something to do with the pressure and density, a sudden
crumbling of hardened material in a vice grip that builds like an explosion.
The soundwaves shoot through the muscle and skin and hair like an
activated landmine, spraying the area with serrated auditory shrapnel. It is
the loudest thing I heard in the moment—above the impact or screeching
tires or sudden gasp—and it echoed in my head like a never-ending cave
scream. Anna told me later that it’s what made her cry.
The drive from Seattle to Portland is both poorly-lit and thickly-populated
with wildlife. The road meanders with the drifting Pacific Northwest feel of a
stoner’s slow saunter, making for wide, loping turns and a divider line that is
difficult to follow with the high beams of a car. I would claim this stretch of
highway is prone to accidents, but I haven’t found the numbers to back that
up yet. You’ll just have to trust me.
I would like to say that I never saw the deer coming, but that would only
be partially true. We were busy commenting on Anna’s podcast, tired from
our trip, thinking we were cleverer than we were, believing those empty
roads would remain just that. I hit the brakes a second late and refused to
swerve—the thought of my decade-old car spinning out, rolling, colliding
with a tree was enough to keep the wheel straight. Instead, we listened to the
sound of femurs, joints, fragile ribs crunching against my bumper with the
small and selfish thought that it was better I didn’t swerve, better the deer
than us.
We sat frozen in the car for a long time, long enough for my foot to start
cramping from pressing down on the brake. The podcast was still playing,
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the voices of semi-funny comedians sounding far away, and even though she
was crying, Anna reached over and turned on the hazard lights when I put
the car in park.
This wasn’t the first time Anna had heard bones snap in real time. She
would later tell me of her junior year of high school when she watched a
boy slip from the third story all the way to the ground floor. He had toppled
over the railing in a freak accident and landed on a table that collapsed like
an eggshell beneath his weight. He would spend a week in the ICU before
regaining consciousness, but in the interim, Anna and all the other witnesses
had been ushered into counselors’ offices in a knee-jerk reaction to suppress
trauma. She only talked to the adults for a few minutes—she didn’t have the
right words. How do you describe the sound of a body caving in on itself?
In the time we sat still in shock, no other cars passed by. We watched the
yellow hazard lights blink in front of us, the deer out of sight, and tried to
ignore that the headlights had a red glow from splattered blood. I would like
to believe the deer died instantly because by the time we were brave enough
to look, it wasn’t breathing, lying at angles that didn’t make sense, its eyes
turned away from us in a visage of shame.
The question of what to do with a body.
When I hit the deer, I was still twenty-one, so I refused to cry in public
because I am a boy and while boys can cry, I refused to be one of them.
Staring at the deer, I should have cried. I wanted to, but I choked myself
instead. Two months earlier, my father had died just as suddenly as the
deer—a heart attack on some midweek morning lying next to my mother in
the room they had shared since before I was born. At the funeral, I sobbed in
a back room alone because I couldn’t comprehend that my mother was now
left to a bedroom too big for one person. I wondered if this deer had been a
part of a herd.
Anna had to turn away—the broken body and silence of it all made her
shake. Instead she looked at my red-webbed bumper and said we would need
to wipe off the headlights somehow. I thought about the month following my
father’s death and how my mother tried everything she could to change and
reclaim her space. She got a smaller bed and moved all of his clothes from
their shared closet to my unused room. She switched the rug and painted the
cream walls a soft shade of purple with an urgency that was breathless. My
family has a tendency to subdue and erase before we can begin to cope—the
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older I get, the more I understand. It had to be a different room, it couldn’t
be the same bed, rug, walls where she had watched her best friend slip away
with an EMT declaring time of death.
Without looking at it, Anna kept repeating that we needed to do
something with the body, that it was wrong to just leave it here for the
coyotes. I was still refusing to cry, but couldn’t look away, still thinking about
my mother and her purple paint, trying to believe that I am more than a
mass of meat and bones, that someone would pause with discomfort at the
thought of abandoning me on the roadside.
“We stay with the body, or have bad dreams” are words from an essay I
hadn’t read in years, suddenly scratching at me like an innate social code.
Words that say if we are raised right, if we are in essence a “good” person,
then we don’t leave a body to the elements and the scavengers. It is the basest,
most primitive sense of morality. It is riding in the ambulance even though
you know he’s not coming back. It is the desperation to not leave anyone
behind.
We hang on and refuse to let go until we must.
Despite the darkened roads and encroaching trees, Anna and I still had
service. We had to look up who we needed to call and a few minutes later we
were on the phone with the police. Don’t worry, they said in a way that was
too nonchalant. These things happen all the time.
From the same website that told us who to call, we learned what
usually happens to the body. The carcass, the site called it. The cadaver, the
specimen, John and Jane Doe, what scientists and researchers call a body. In
most cases, the deer will be thrown into an incinerator—a mass of meat and
bones reduced to ash, scattered or disposed of somewhere and somehow.
The site didn’t bother to specify.
My family prefers cremation—we have an aversion to corpses and open
caskets to the degree that we choose to be burnt and condensed to particles
suitable for an urn or box. My grandmother, my aunt, my father—no one
wanted a grave, instead they asked for a place on the mantle, the bookshelf,
the old TV stand. It’s the concept of anchoring yourself to your home in a
way that is so quintessentially American, asking your loved ones to not let
go, to keep you close in such a way that photographs are not enough, a need
that can only be fulfilled by the remnants of your physical body.
Anna and I stayed with the body for a long time and didn’t get back in
the car. To do that would feel wrong in a way that I still can’t describe. We
wiped down the headlights with an old beach towel I found in the trunk
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and waited for red and blue police lights to appear. I didn’t want to leave the
deer—its future as unclaimed ashes weighed on me in an illogical fear of
untethered desertion.
I thought about my father neatly placed on the TV stand in an oak box. I
thought about holding on and letting go. I thought about my mother finally
being able to do something with his clothes—she called me and my sister
because she couldn’t do it alone. She couldn’t sift through his ties and shirts
and shoes in a bedroom that was too big for one person. My sister and I
came to her and stayed.
Anna and I leaned on one another, waiting for the red and blue lights. In
the glow of the hazards, we sat down and chose to stay. Because we should,
because we had to, because we refused to be abandoned on the roadside.
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Rebirth by KJ Williams
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The American Daughter
in the Diorama

Today, her uterus, an orange
in reverse, peeled again from the inside.
The orange, her shedding of the pith,
the orange skin, her splitting of a whole,
confuses children, museum-goers,
who do not understand
the dropped phloem, the running red
across the linoleum floor.
Her plastic family pretends
not to notice. Their lips sewn
smiles, their eyes green pennies,
their perfect exhibit closing
for the day. When the light leaves,
the janitor will come in the quiet.
He sprinkles handfuls of sawdust
over the tiles, lets it fall
and settle like sugar over fruit.
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Rapunzel Birthing
Late in the night I feel
the weight of what I pray
is not hair, but the weight
of some terrible softness.
I dream in all strands
of warm colors: pinks
& reds, learn the quick
heartbeat of someone
who is not me. I know this
magic. I know this is another
ribbon unwinding from spool.
I smell the sweet garden, crave
leaves green & longing
& brush & brush until
there is nothing but silence
& hot breath on my chest.
Late in the night, I unravel
my insides. Pour them
to the floor like milk.
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Hysterectomy
When I was ten, my first home
was cut out of you. The cells
they found there, such dangerous
living conditions. Sometimes I think
I must be made of these same
cells. Ones that grow and grow
until they could suffocate us all
from the inside. The growing,
though, is inevitable. This is
much like the way I can’t stand
you sometimes and can’t stay
small like you want me to.
Growing is dizziness, a rush
to the head, until it’s impossible
to see anything but a series of blurs.
Soon, it could all bust, could spill
out from our pores of similar skin.
Maybe one day, I will shrink
too, will understand the sounds
reverberating beneath your ribcage.
Maybe I will know that nothing
of us can remain except the blood.
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Notes
1. In "Highway Song," the lyrics "Love is just a word I’ve heard when things are
being said," on page 7 are from the song “Long Ago and Far Away" by James
Taylor.
2. The lyrics "Sun on the moon makes a mighty nice light," come from "Sun on
the Moon" by James Taylor.
3. On pages 11 and 13, the poem referenced is "A Prison Evening" by Faiz Ahmad
Faiz.
4. The definition of 'inosculation' on page 16 from "to tend the garden that is my
throat, suddenly in bloom" comes from Wikipedia.
5. All definitions used in "Steps of Service" beginning on page 99 were supplied by
the Oxford English Dictionary, and all directions for servers were adapted from
the Llywelyn's Pub Server Training Manual and Workbook.
6. The quote on page 111 of "The Question of What to Do with a Body" comes
from Joan Didion's "On Morality."
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